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Davila says he’ll veto AS raises
By Donna Carmichael
Daily senior staff writer

The Associated
Students’
Board of Directors voted itself a
pay
increase
recently,
but
President Leo Davila said he will
veto it at the next session of student government on Oct. 13.
The pay
or stipend
increase in effect since the AS
Board of Directors meeting on
Sept. 22, upped Davila’s stipend
from $700 per month to $1,000
and doubled Vice President
Anthony Drummond’s salary from
$350 to $700. Controller Carlos
Aguirre’s stipend also doubled

from $350 to $700 per month.
Richard Alcazar, a junior in
electrical engineering wasn’t very
pleased with news of the raise.
"The raise is way too high," he
said.
All three executive directors
who work a 12 -month year,
receive their new salaries retroactive to June.
Davila said he works at least
50 hours a week for AS. Aguirre
said he works no less than 40
hours a week on AS business and
Drummond said he worked about
18 hours a week on AS -related
business.
Drummond acts as a "goodwill

"I make a point of going to
(San Jose City) council meetings and attending other
forums that deal with the campus and downtown core."
Drummond
Anthony
AS Vice President
ambassador" thr AS. Davila said,
"I make a point of going to San
Josel city council meetings and
attending other forums that deal

with the campus and downtown
’core," Drummond said.
Increases in the stipends of the
other 13 elected directors went

Inflation
outpaced by
college fees

from $106 to $250 per month
they work a nine-month year.
Davila justified the stipend
increase, citing the cost of living
on Bay Area CSU campuses.
But even at its former level of
$700 per month prior to the
increase, Davila’s stipend was the
highest for any student government president in the Bay Area
CSU campuses.
Razia Khan, the executive
assistant at California State
University Hayward said their
student president known as
$600 per month
’chair’ makes
and said the cost of living in
Hayward was similar to that of

San Jose.
Khan said the vice chair at
CSU Hayward makes $375 per
month and the 13 board directors
make $200 per month.
At San
Francisco
State
University, Jamila Ali, Associated
Students’
Business
Office
Manager said their president
makes $625 per month and the
vice presidents including a vice
president of finance who does the
same job as a controller make
the same as the president.
Ali said the cost of living rationale surprised her because she

See Senate, page 7

A punch in the face
Women learn to fight back

Associate Press
College tuition and fees rose
an average of less than 5 percent
this year the smallest increase
thanks in part to
in four years
the booming economy. But the
increase was still more than twice
the rate of inflation.
The average tuition at a fouryear private college in 1999-2000
is $15,380, a 4.6 percent increase
over last year, according to a survey released Tuesday by The
College Board. That doesn’t
include the average room -and board cost of $5,959, up 3.6 percent from last year.
In-state tuition at public fouryear schools averages $3,356, a
3.4 percent increase, while out-ofstate tuition is $8,706, a rise of 3
percent. Room and board at those
schools average $4,730, a 4.6 percent rise.
"This obviously isn’t the best
news for students," said Meredith
Klein, a sophomore at the
University of Chicago, where
tuition is $23,820 a year. "It’s definitely a problem in this country
that tuition is rising at such a fast
rate and people are intimidated
by it."
The 19-year-old public policy
major said she scrapes together
money for tuition and expenses
from a variety of sources: Her
rents contribute, as does a
andmother. She also tutors at
an inner-city school, taps an
inheritance from her grandfather,
gets about $8,000 in university
grant money and took out governtoent loans.
0 Experts attributed the small 6r-than -usual increase to the
booming economy, brimming
state coffers, a vigorous stock
market that has swelled colleges’
ehdowments, and efforts by
schools to rein in costs.
"Times are good. State budgets
are better than they’ve been in
over a decade," said Jane

By Christina Lucarotti
Daily staff writer

Women were harassed with
name calling and physical
advances in a simulated
attack as part of the Self Defense for
Women program put on by the resident advisers.
William Hurt, a third-degree black
belt in tae kwon do, was hired by the
resident advisers of San Jose State
University for the third time to
instruct the workshop.
The self-defense workshop was
instructed in four parts Monday night
in the Dining Commons.
The first part was a discussion of
self-defense strategies such as choosing not to drink alcohol on dates.
During the second part, the women

practiced screaming "No" whilt kicking and punching targets. Hurt simulated actual attacks during the third
part, forcing the women to use what
they had learned. The women discussed the experience of being
attacked during the last segment.
Hurt warned participants that the
attack would be intense and real.
"It is my intention to scare you, to
get you to resprind aggrezzlvely,"llurt
said. "I will do what ineed to do to
make you take this seriously. I am not
your enemy but if I’ve done my job it
may seem like I am."
During Christine Hudgson’s simulated attack Hurt started by making
comments about her breasts and
within seconds had her on the floor.

See Defense, page 7

Jessica Malloy / Spartan Daily

Above, William Hurt, a third-degree black belt in tae kwon do, shirks back from a punch
thrown by Monica Ipong, a San Jose State University freshman, during a self-defense
workshop held for West Hall residents in the Dining Commons Monday night.
Right, Hurt uses junior Stacy Harness as an example to show the other SJSU students
at the self-defense workshop, different techniques that can be used to fight an attacker.

See Tuition, page 7
Guadalupe Murillo
site down to take a
break while Robert
Gentile shows his
picket sign to passing
by motorist Friday
morning in front of
the Seventh Street
garage. The protesters have been on
campus since
Monday Sept. 27.
Chad Pfister. /Spartan Daily

Union cries foul
Effects of carpenters’ protest still lingers
By Christina Lucarotti
Daily staff writer
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the
The
picketers
from
Carpenters’ Union Local 405 were
not outside the Seventh Street
garage at San Jose State
University Tuesday for the first
time in a week.
Union
members
picketed
against
Giancola
Concrete
Construction, contending that
Giancola did not pay standard
carpentry wages for concrete
work done on the new University
Police Department building.
Giancola Concrete is a subcontractor of Gen-Con Construction,
which won the bid for the UPD
building.
"A lot of people think we just
want it to be a union job," said
Jessie Bush, a representative for
the carpenters union. "We don’t

want it to be a union job. We just
want prevailing wages to be paid."
Mike Giancola. the owner of
Giancola Concrete Construction,
could not he reached for comment.
SJSU administrators have
asked Gen -Con to have their subcontractor Giancola resolve issues
with the union as soon as possible, said Alan Freeman, the director of planning design and construction at SJSU.
Robert Caret, president of
SJSU, said the picketers affect
was mostly visual.
"They didn’t have an impact on
the day to day operations of campus," said Caret in an unrelated
press conference on Tuesday. "But
they did raise concerns."
Work on the project resumed
Sept. 29 after two days were lost
because
of
the
picketing.

See Protest, page 7
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With the era of sex, drugs
and rock’n’roll behind us, is
past drug use relevant when
electing politicians, and do
we have a right to know?
Drug use as a young
adult irrelevant to
political career now

Past drug use by
politicians can affect
their job in office

drug use by politipast
cians now running for
office should not be a factor in determining whether or
not they get elected.
Politicians, like the rest of
us, are humans and it’s human
nature to make mistakes and
learn from them.
We are generally curious
and sometimes commit acts on the sole basis that
those acts are forbidden.
Take underage drinking for instance. How many
people do you know of who were drinking before age
21? Although it’s illegal for minors to ccnsume alcohol, it occurs all the time.
You certainly don’t hear about which politicians
are guilty of underage drinking in their youth during
probably because they would all be
election races
guilty.
It is frequently stated that illegal drugs are "bad,"
"dangerous," "destructive" or "addictive," and society
has an obligation to keep them from the public.
Despite a widespread belief that drugs such as
heroine or cocaine are more harmful than alcohol or
tobacco, they all lead to death if consumed in excess.
According to Benson B. Roe, M.D. and professor at
the University of California, San Francisco, tobacco
causes nearly a million deaths annually in the United
States alone from cancer, cardiovascular disease and
emphysema. More than 350,000 people die from alcohol-related cirrhosis and its complications, and caffeine is the cause of cardiac and nervous system disturbances.
Yet it’s OK for politicians to alter their state of consciousness with alcohol or risk their health by using
tobacco.
They can even continue to use these substances
once they’re elected into office. There’s no difference
between being intoxicated with alcohol or intoxicated
with drugs, they both impair judgment and coordination.
Furthermore, there’s a higher potential of habitual
use with alcohol (68.8 percent) than marijuana (28.9
percent) or drugs such as inhalants, hallucinogens,
PCP and others (ranging from 8.9 percent to 16.7 percent) according to a 1985 study conducted by the
National Institute on Drug Abuse.
Another interesting statistic from the same study
documented that the average age for first using substances such as drugs or alcohol fell between 15 and
21 years old.
So if politician X decides at 15 to take a drag off his
friend’s joint before he even decides what he wants
to do with his life and he never uses again, why
shouldn’t he be allowed to run for political office?
He’s probably killed more brain cells in one night
of drinking than he has smoking a joint anyway.

country needs a comThis
mander in chief capable
of leading the nation in
the many wars it faces.
One war that continues to
burn our assets and destroy
lives is the war on drugs.
Logically, the best man to
lead our country in this fight is
a man who hasn’t only been a
foot soldier against illegal drugs, but someone who
will show compassion for its victims.
A candidate such as George W. Bush, rumored to
have used one of the most lethal drugs known to man
in school at Yale, doesn’t
cocaine while he was
have the ingrained ability to lead our country in the
war on drugs, or any war for that matter.
Though he has not given an affirmative to
reporters’ inquiries about his rumored cocaine use, his
guilt is apparent in the round -about answers he has
given the news media.
"When I was young and irresponsible, I was young
and irresponsible," a New York Times article reported
that Bush said in response to the allegations. His best
defense to date is that he hasn’t taken any illegal
drugs in the last 25 years.
If this is true and he had taken drugs before that
time, it is relevant. Bush wasn’t a high-school adolescent 25 years ago. He was the president of the Delta
Kappa Epsilon fraternity at Yale.
Although people in their early 20s are still works in
progress, common senie should be ingrained in some.....,.
one destined to lead a nation. _
Peordriteilltaped by the decitions they make when
they are "young and irresponsible." Someone who
experiments with cocaine is reckless.
The country shouldn’t feel sorry for Bush or any
other baby boomer because he grew up in the ’60s
the era of sex, drugs and rock ’n’ roll either. They
knew then what they know now: Cocaine use can have
serious consequences on a person’s life.
People should be weary of a candidate who has dabbled in a drug such as cocaine. It may just be the tip
of the iceberg.
Bush, for example, admitted he drank too much
beer and bourbon until swearing off it on his 40th
birthday, according to the New York Times article.
A candidate who has fallen to drug use himself
can’t be expected to make drug policy. He should be
able to practice what he preaches. Bush has pushed
for tougher penalties against drug users on a number
of occasions.
In 1997, he signed into law a measure that toughened penalties for people convicted of selling or possessing less than a gram of cocaine.
Offenders could be sent to jail instead of receiving
mandatory probation.
Bush, if he had any kind of understanding,
would’ve introduced or at least supported new legislation that would have poured more money into drug
prevention and rehabilitation programs.

Ryan Meerossin is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

Charmain Smith is a Spartan Daily staff writer
Illustration by Cindy Wong

Talking Heads

Is past drug use relevant in electing politicians?

240.

if the drug use was for
enough in the post, it’s OK.
They may have tried something, but learned from their
mistakes."

"The public does not need to
know about past drug use
unless it’s affecting their job.
They are entitled to a private
lifejust like us."

Shelema Atkins
sophomore
health science

Ryan Leiby
senior
advertising

1 think what they are doing
now is more important than
what they did in the past.
People grow up and change.
They realize their past stupidity.Curtis Greenwood
senior
advertising

"No. Past drug use has no
bearing on their ability, it’s in
the past."

Renee Bettencourt
senior
communications

Compiled by Jason Stull and photos by Chris Corpora
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It’s what they do now that
counts. Lots of people experiment. It’s better when they
admit it, though, so it doesn’t
look like they’re trying to hide
something."
Adam Stankiewicz
freshman
undeclared

"No. Post drug use is not
that bad. When people lie
about it, that’s bad. Telling the
truth is a plus."

Daniel Castleton
freshmar.
credential program!
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Graduation not exciting for all students
I.,
in.

filed my paperwork for
graduation yesterday and
the fear has begun to sink

Not because I know admissions and records will find a
way for me to somehow be six
units shy of a diploma, but
because I’m not quite ready to
walk that grassy knoll and
shake good old Bob’s hand in
delight.
For some, graduation day is a dream come true,
the pot of gold at the end of those midterms.
.. But for me, it will be just another reminder that
’ all good things must come to an end.
I know actually finishing school is the most common goal of the average college student, but I guess
I’m just different.
If I had it my way, I’d be a professional student.
Hell, after almost six years of college, I practically am already.
I’m cherishing my college days and I’m not
rexactly ready for them to come to an end just yet.
Let’s face it, college is the point in our lives
when we can get away with almost anything.
Being a college student is the only time in life
’ when it is acceptable to be poor, tired and irresponsible.
When your checking account is overdrawn, it’s
OK because you’re a college student.
You’re exhausted at that family function, oh it’s
!because you’re up all hours of the night "reading."
And how many times have the words "Do you
:give student discounts" saved you a few bucks?
. At what other time in life will my days consist of
rolling out of bed and tossing on a pair of sweats,
’shoving a strawberry Nutrigrain bar into my
mouth and hitting a 10:30 a.m, class for an hour?
Certainly not in the corporate world.

I highly doubt many fulltime employees begin their
weekends on Thursday nights
and have the strength to party
straight through Sunday
evening.
Yes, being a student definitely has its privileges.
In just a few short months,
I’m expected to be a normal
functioning member of the
bill -paying society.
Pantyhose and dry cleaning will become part of
my daily life.
Don’t get me wrong, college has prepared me
soon be expected to face
well for the duties that
and the tasks I’ll have no other choice but to enjoy.
Of course there will be a few things about San
Jose State University that I won’t miss.
I won’t miss the perpetual construction.
The never ending fees (I paid $25 just to file my
graduation application). Nope, won’t miss those.
I don’t think I’ll miss all the bureaucracy bull I
have to deal with whenever I conduct any business
on this campus.
I’ve heard people say the party begins after
graduation, but for me, it’s going on right now.
I’m not quite ready to clean up the beer bottles
and throw away the empty pizza boxes.
And I’m definitely not ready to set an alarm
clock.
At least not before 10 a.m.

Mindy Leigh Griser is the Spartan Daily
features editor
"Repeat After Me" appears Wednesdays.

Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to the Editor
A Letter to the Editor is a 200-word response to an issue or point of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the author’s name, address, phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Bentel Hall Room
209, sent by fax to (408) 924-3237, e-mail at SDAILYrivjmc.sjsu.edu or mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor,
School of Journalism and Mass Communications, San Jose State University, One Washington Square, San Jose, CA
95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism
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Today
Nutrition and Food
Science department
Ongoing recruitment for Latina
and Asian bone health study.
Females age 20-25 years old are
eligible. For more information, call
Dr. May Wang at 924-3106
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass from 12.10 p.m. to
12:35 p.m. at the Campus Ministry
Center, 300 S. 10th St. For more
information, call the Rev Bob
Barry at 938-1610.
Advertising Club
First meeting, with guest speaker Kevin Brady of Western
Appliance, on retail advertising,
6:30 p.m. in the Costanoan room,
Student Union For more information, call Jack Quinton at 924-3269.
Attila and Dave Project
Live performance by the band
"Attila and Dave Project" from 12
p.m. to 1 p.m. in the Student Union
Amphitheatre. For more information, call Dave at (510) 278-1751.
SJSU Rugby Club
Recruitment and promotional
barbecue from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at
the Seventh street barbecue pits.
For more information, call Lindsey
Vaughn at 415-2071.
SJSU Theatre Department
"Shakespeare’s Shorts: The
Complete Works (Almost)" at 11
a.m, in the University Theatre,
Hugh Gillis Hall. For more information, call Betsy Meyerson at
924-4555
Chicano Commencement
Weekly meeting at 7 p.m. in the
Almaden room, Student Union. For
more information, call Celeste at
259-5630 or Alejandro at 971-7942.
SJSU Ballroom Dance Club
Beginning and intermediate jive
lessons followed by open dancing, 7
p.m. to 9 p.m. in Spartan Complex
East, room 089. For more information, call Michelle Lehne at 2608187.
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Sparta Guide
Vietnamese Student Association
Club meeting, 4:30 p.m. in the
Costanoan room, Student Union.
For more information, call Diem at
230-9136.
Study Abroad / Science
Department
Spring semester 2000 in Costa
Rica informational meeting, 12
p.m. in Duncan Hall, room 249. For
more information, call Sharon
Parsons at 924-3734.
Psi Chi Workshop
Things to consider when applying to psychology graduate schools,
12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m in Dudley
Moorhead Hall, room 308.
Asian American Christian
Fellowship
Carpe Diem: Final video, 7:30
p.m. in the Pacifica room, Student
Union. For more information, call
Eli at (510) 770-1903.
Philosophy Department
Colloquium: "On the meaning of
Kant’s question, ’How are synthetic
cognitions a priori possible?’" by
professor Lanier Anderson of
Stanford University, 4 p.m. in the
Faculty Offices, room 104. For more
information, call Rick Tieszen at
924-4472.
Sikh Students Association
Organizational and informational meeting, 12:30 p.m. in the
Student Union Amphitheatre. For
more information, call Gegen Singh
at 489-4631.
India Students Association
Glimpse update meeting, 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Guadalupe
room, Student Union. For more
information, call Andy Atta at 7877010.

Thursday
SJSU Tb
Department
’Shakespeare’s Shorts: The
complete works (almost),’ 7 p.m. in
the University Theatre, Hugh Gillis
Hall. For more information, call
Betsy Meyerson at 924-4555.
The Listening Hour
SJSU Brass ensemble: Studio of
James F Dooley, music of Ravel,
Bozza, Arutunian and Sir Malcolm
Arnold, from 12:30 p.m. to 1:16
p.m in the Music building Concert
Hall. For more information, call
Joan Stubbe at 924-4631.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Ecumenical Taize worship service from 7:30 p.m. to 8:15 p.m. at
the Campus Ministry Center
Chapel, 300 S. 10th St. For more
information, call the Rev. Bob
Barry at 938-1610.
Library Donations and Book
Sales
Ongoing book sales from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. in Clark Library, room
408. For more information, call the
acquisitions department at 9242705.
New Student Advising and
Orientation
Pick up applications for orientation leader recruitment from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. in the Student Life
Center. For more information, call
Tony, Myra or Crystal at 924-5950.
Tsunami Anime
Weekly meeting with video
showings, 7 p.m. in Washington
Square Hall, Room 109. For more
information, call Keith at 924-8545.
Anemia - SJSU Film Club
Film presentation: Vincent
Gallo’s "Buffalo ’66" at 9 p.m. in
Sweeney Hall, Room 100. For more
information, e-mail Al! at
anemia_sjsuehotmail.com.

School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibitions
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the art
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to
and industrial studies buildings.
students, faculty and staff The deadline for
For more information, call John or entries is noon, three days before desired publication date. Entryjorm.s are available in the
Jenny at 924-4330.
Spartan Daily Office. Space restrictions may
require eclitifig of submusions
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Stanford party over
By Mike ()segue&
Daily staff writer

Gladys Mondala/Spartan Daily

Steven Pulley, SJSU wide receiver, earned Western Athletic
Conference player of the week honors for his efforts in the Spartans’

Spartan
Receiver surprises
everyone except
himself, coaches
By Mike Osegueda
Daily staff writer

44-39 win against the Stanford Cardinal. Pulley caught 15 passes for
255 yards and two touchdowns.

DARKHORSE

Pulley has found a
home with the
SJSU football learn
after playing for
three different
colleges. He has
become-the No. 1
target for
quarterback Chris
Kasteler.

Who is Steven Pulley?
Going into Saturday’s game,
the Stanford football team didn’t
know. But now, Cardinal cornerback Ryan Fernandez has an
image of the backside of a No. 81
blue and gold jersey instilled in
his mind.
Pulley had Fernandez’s number
all day, burning him for 15 receptions and a Spartan-record 255
yards worth of receiving.
His performance not only
earned him honors as Western
Gladys Mondale/
Athletic Conference offensive
Spartan Daily
player of the week, but also placed
him seventh in the NCAA receiving yardage standings and 17th in he has run through that light," here and you’re struggling and
you’re hurt you lose some confireceptions.
Baldwin said.
But, as opposing defenses and
But that light wasn’t always as dence. When he started to play
football fans will ask when they bright as it is now.
this year he got his confidence
ttiee the San Jose State University
In fact, there were times when back and ... he blossomed."
As he blossomed, a fruitful
senior among the nation’s top the receiver’s role with the
tticeivers who is Steven Pulley? Spartans was a bit dim.
partnership with Kasteler also
The anonymity is something
"Last year he was hurt some- began. In the past two games
that Pulley greets with open arms. what with a hamstring and came against Tulsa and Stanford,
"That’s how I like it," Pulley (to training camp) out of shape," Pulley has been the No. 1 target
Said.
Baldwin said. "He wasn’t the play- for the senior quarterback, catchWhat Pulley likes and what er that we thought he was."
ing numerous important third Baldwin recruited Pulley from down passes. He also has got into
iipposing defenses like are two diffhent stories. So after catching 22 Pasadena Community College the end zone twice, providing
sasses for 408 yards in the past with the belief Pulley could play another scoring threat for the
Ago weeks, the opposition will to the level at which he now aver- Spartans.
have to pay attention.
ages 113.6 yards per game.
But Pulley said he is unable to
"Pulley looks like an outstandPulley admitted he was out of explain how the cohesiveness
iAg receiver," said Dennis shape last season because he came about.
Vranchione, Texas Christian couldn’t make it to San Jose early
"I can’t put my hand on it, it’s
Vniversity’s head coach. "He’s enough to work out.
just something that has evolved as
become a go-to guy."
He said he needed to stay in time has gone by," Pulley said.
" Pulley’s new role as the go-to Pasadena to finish up summer "Now that Eric (Ruhle’s) gone, I
guy is something the Spartan school classes. But, it served as a guess I’ve had to step into that
idrense needed after senior Eric wake up call for 5-foot-11 -inch role. When the chips are down you
Ruhle retired. Ruhle, who was receiver and motivated him for need somebody to throw the ball
to."
quarterback Chris Kasteler’s this season.
favorite target, left big shoes that
"Last year I came in a little
Pulley is no stranger to the
needed to be filled. Head coach heavy. I really wasn’t ready for as chips being down.
Dave Baldwin and Pulley agreed much rigorous running as it takes
His path to success finally led
he was the natural one to pull the to best this level," Pulley said. "So, him to SJSU, but he had many
extra weight.
during the off season that’s what I stops in between. He began his
"When you lose a guy like Eric focused on: getting myself in college career as a walk-on at San
you feel the sense that somebody shape, getting stronger. And it Diego State University.
When he wasn’t offered a scholhas got to step up," Pulley said. "A paid off"
Despite last season’s lackluster arship after a semester, he chose
lot of it has to do with ... (it being)
my last year, so I’m more focused showing for Pulley, Baldwin was to move on to Mt. San Antonio
confident Pulley would return to College. After a year there, he
than I have been."
That extra focus has allowed the form that initially impressed transferred to Pasadena where he
received an honorable mention as
Pulley to excel in his new role.
the Spartan coaching staff
"I like to say that he saw the
"I thought he could do this," a Junior College Grid Wire AllAmerican.
light at the end of the tunnel and Baldwin said. "When you get up

Coming Thursday
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News of the SJSU volleyball
team defeating US, to extend
its winning streak to 11 games

and tying its best start ever at
15-1 Tuesday at the Event
Center will appear Thursday.
"In the Trenches" is the
Spartan Daily weekly volleyball
notebook highlighting games,
players and statistics.
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He said the likes of Louisville,
Missouri and WAC rival, the
University of Texas-El Paso
recruited him, but he ultimately
chose SJSU because it would
allow him to be closer to his family in Los Angeles.
"I figured they can come up and
watch me play, so that’s my
biggest thing," Pulley said. "It’s a
five-hour drive so they can come
up every weekend."
Carl Dean, the wide receivers
coach, said he did not know the
specifics of Pulley’s history, but
thinks the receiver has found his
niche as a Spartan.
"He’s happy here, which is the
important thing. And, he’s helping
us meet our goals," Dean said.
The team’s goal to win the
WAC is what drives Pulley, not
the individual numbers or fame.
"For me it doesn’t matter how
many balls you catch or how many
yards," Pulley said. "For me it’s as
long as we win
that’s the main
thing."
That attitude exemplifies the
kind of person Pulley is. One that
is not concerned with the stardom
that comes with 15-catch, 255
yard performances. One that feels
he is not doing anything extraordinary, just doing his job. One that
doesn’t care whether people know
the answer to "Who is Steve
Pulley?"
"He cares that everyone realizes that we’re trying to win a
championship. That’s all he cares
about," Dean said.

Whitaker questionable
Tomlinson -Whitaker
The
matchup is still flimsy, as is
Whitaker’s right ankle.
After sitting out the Stanford
game Whitaker is listed as
"probable" for the TCU game.
Baldwin said he will not know
whether the star tailback will be
in the backfield until today, even
though he saw limited time on
the practice field Tuesday.
Baldwin also said it was
imperative that Whitaker see
practice time because he can’t
expect the nation’s leader in all
purpose running to perform up
to par having not practiced for
two weeks.

Koustas, Floyd doubtful
Other injuries for the
Spartans include cornerback
Carlos Rousts’ who sprained
his right shoulder at Stanford.
Linebacker Floyd Johnson,
the Spartans second-leading
tackler, also went down in the
Stanford game with a sprained
knee.
Koustas and Johnson are
both listed as "doubtful."
Roger
said
Baldwin
Neadeau sat out the past game
after going down against Tulsa.
It is also possible Jose Gomez
will be back in the Spartan lineup after injuring his knee
against St. Mary’s.

400th victory
Saturday’s victory against
the Cardinal marked San Jose
State University football program’s 400th win.
Baldwin led the team to the
44-39 victory and was with the
coaching staff as a receivers
coach when the Spartans got
their 300th win over Fresno
State on Oct. 3, 1981.
He said it would be fantastic
if he could be around for the program’s 500th win.

NFL Spartans
Former SJSU quarterbacks
will go head-to-head on Sunday
when the San Francisco 49ers
play the St. Louis Rams. Jeff
Garcia, the Spartans’ all time
leading passer, is expected to
lead the 49ers into St. Louis and
on the other side of the field will
be Rams’ coach Dick Vermeil.
Vermeil was a quarterback
for the Spartans in 1956-57.
Another former Spartan who
will see time in Sunday’s game
is fullback James Bodging.
Hodgins signed with St.Louis
this season after playing in a
Spartan uniform last year.

candlehght...simple moving songs... silence
personal and group prayers.. meditation on Scriptures
You are invited to
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SERVICE

Campus Ministry Center Chapel
(Tenth and San Carlos)
Thursday, October 7, at 7:30 p.m.
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It’s often said that all good
things must come to end.
Monday marked the end of
the Spartans’ celebration of
beating Stanford, and head
coach Dave Baldwin said it is
time to redirect his troops to
focus on the bigger picture
Athletic
Western
the
Conference.
"It was nice to get a victory,
but it wasn’t our goal," Baldwin
said. "Our goal is to win the
WAC. We’ve got to erase that
(Stanford game), I don’t want
the issue of Idaho last year.
Idaho was a damn good football
team, but we were flat."
Baldwin pointed to the 17-12
loss following the Spartans 3523 upset of Stanford last season.
The team must now face off
Texas Christian University
after what was arguably its
biggest win this year.
"We have to come off of this
scenario and play TCU on the
road and they are a very, very
good football team," Baldwin
said.
TCU has played a close game
with the University of Arizona
and fell to Fresno State
University 26-19 in overtime
Saturday.
Despite their 1-3 record
Baldwin said the Horned Frogs
will pose a threat because he is
not sure to what to prepare for.
"Offensively, we don’t’ know
what to expect. They came out
and threw the ball last week,"
Baldwin said.
A question Saturday may be
just who is throwing the ball for
Casey
Freshman
TCU.
Printers has started the past
but
senior
Patrick
two games,
Batteaux has also seen time
leading the huddle.
No matter who is leading
TCU, expect running back
LaDainian Tomlinson to be in
the backfield.
The possible TomlinsonDeonce Whitaker matchup
pits the WAC’s two best running
backs against one another.
Whitaker leads the conference
averaging 156.8 yards per
game, while Tomlinson is right
behind with 145.5.
Another interesting matchup
will be how the Spartans
offense, ranked No. 1 in the
WAC, will fair with the Horned
Frogs
conference
leading
defense.
In order to stay atop the conference, Baldwin said the
Spartans need to win their road
games this one especially.
"We’re going on the road now
and we haven’t won on the
road," Baldwin said. "We didn’t
win at LSU, we didn’t win at
Colorado, and to say that
Stanford is a road trip is just not
true."
The road woes and the mystery about TCU’s offense doesn’t
alter the way linebacker Josh
Parry looks at the game.
"This is one of the biggest

weeks of the season," the
Spartans’ leading tackler said.
"They’re going to run the ball,
that’s expected. We just have to
practice what people have been
doing to us so far."
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contemplative prayer service.
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Down
and

NHL’s dirtiest team retaliates
after Sharks score six goals
By D.S. Perez
Daily senior staff writer

Down 6-1 Monday night at the
San Jose Arena, bitten for three
goals by San Jose Sharks captain
Owen Nolan, the Chicago
Blackhawks let out their frustration and bad -boy image on
goalie Steve Shields.
With 1:15 left in the game,
Mark
forward
Blackhawks
Janssens crease-crashed into
Shields on a desperate scoring
attempt. When Shields voiced his
anger at Janssens, Hawks
defenseman Brad Brown hit the
Sharks’ goalie with a crosscheck.
"I snapped a little" said
Shields, who blocked 27 of 28
shots that night. "I shouldn’t
have gone over there to
Janssens. But I felt that they
were taking a run at me."
After that, all the players on
the ice, including Blackhawks
goaltender Steve Passmore, got
into brawls. Sticks, helmets and
goalies’ masks, gloves, pads and
jerseys littered the ice and order
wasn’t restored for another 10
minutes.
After the initial fights were
over, Blackhawks enforcer Bob
Probert then earned a match
penalty for attempting to injure
Shields with a stick to the face.
When referees reclaimed
order and announced all the
infractions, the Sharks were
called for seven penalties for 52
minutes. The Blackhawks were
charged with five penalties for
32 minutes. Shields was taken
out of the game and replaced by
Mike Vernon, who faced no shots.
The Sharks would also add
another goal, ending the game by
a score of 7-1.
The Blackhawks (0-1-0) have
the distinction of being the dirtiest team in the league, a brand
given to them last season and in
the ’99 preseason.

"That’s the way they play,"
Shields said after the game.
"Getting cross-checked in the
back of the head that’s cowardly."
Penalties might sink the
Blackhawks this year the
Sharks (2-0-0) converted on four
of seven power plays. The Sharks
also outshot the Hawks, 43-28.
Shark defenseman Gary
Suter, a former Blackhawk, also
wasn’t impressed with the visiting team’s tactics.
"If they continue to play that
way ... they’re in for long nights,"
Suter said. "You can’t win NHL
games that way anymore."
Sharks head coach Darryl
Sutter had only one word to
describe the Blackhawks’ play.
"Undisciplined," he said.
According to Nolan, the
Blackhawks were putting the
pressure on them all night.
The Blackhawks had led in
shots on goal until the third period, when the Sharks outshot the
Hawks, 26-6.
"I’m surprised that it took
them that long," Nolan said. "We
were expecting them to act up
early, not at the last minute."
The antics also almost
eclipsed Nolan’s hat trick and
six-point performance, Jeff
Friesen’s hat trick and the
Sharks’ rare winning streak to
start the season.
In their previous eight seasons, the Sharks have won the
opening game twice, and generally struggle out of the gate.
After Blackhawks winger Eric
Daze gave his team a 1-0 lead
early in the first period, the
Sharks took advantage of a fiveon -three power play. Nolan
scored two power-play goals
within a 1:06 span.
Nolan would then complete
the hat trick in the second period, after a flurry of shots in front
of Blackhawks’ starting goalie
Jocelyn Thibault.
Nolan’s hat trick triggered a

Sports Illustrated plans
new women’s magazine

NEW YORK (API
After
nearly three years of testing,
Sports Illustrated for Women
plans to begin publishing every
other month starting in March.
The decision, announced
Tuesday, reflects the recent
explosion of interest in women’s
sports bolstered by the popularity of the U.S. soccer team that
won the women’s World Cup this
summer as well as the following
for women’s basketball and tennis.
It also reflects Time Inc.’s
efforts to attract more readers
and advertisers who recognize its
long-running role in publishing
Sports Illustrated. Time Inc. is
the magazine arm of Time
Warner Inc.
The Sports Illustrated group
Sports
publishes
already
Illustrated for Kids, which is
aimed at children 8 and older,
and began testing a women’s
sports magazine under the title
Sports Illustrated Women/Sport
in 1997.
Two test issues were published
that year, and three more special

issues have been tested so far this
year, with a fourth test issue due
in December.
The magazine is being
designed for women ages 18 to 34
who both participate in sports
and are sports fans.
The cover price will be $3.50
an issue and a six-issue subscription will be offered for $11.94.
Sandy Bailey, who has been
editor of the magazine since the
tests began, said in a statement
that Sports Illustrated for Women
will "cover the current landscape
of women’s sports in the tradition
of Sports Illustrated."
But she added it will also deal
with health, nutrition and fitness
and offer news about gear and
clothing.
Advertisers are being guaranteed that each issue will have circulation of 300,000 and will be
asked to pay $21,000 for a full.
page, four-color ad.
That compares with about
$170,000 for an ad in Sports
Illustrated which has a weekly
circulation of 3.15 million, according to spokesman Rick McCabe.

(Above) Chicago Blackhawks
defender Doug Zmolek grabs
onto Patrick Marleau, San Jose
Sharks center, as the referee
tries to break them up Monday
night at the San Jose Arena.
Both teams were assessed a
total of 84 penalty minutes for ;
their third -period brawl.

,
( Lett ) Steve Shields, San
Jose Sharks goaltender, blocks
a shot in the second period by
Eric Daze, Chicago Blackhawks
right wing, Monday night at the
San Jose Arena. Shields went
on to block 27 out of 28 shots in
the Sharks 7-1 victory.

Glenn Fuentes/
Spartan Daily
dh
I ttering of the Arena’s
hats and floppy disks. Tbi. disks
were a promotional giveaway for
the night.
It also took out Thibault, who
stopped only 10 of 14 shots.
It was Nolan’s first hat trick
since Oct. 27, 1996, which also
came against Chicago.
Friesen scored once in the
first period, off a rebound.
He would complete the hat
trick with only 50 seconds left in
the game, on a behind -thy-net
pass that was redirected into the
goal by Passmore’s skate.
The other Shark to score for
Stephane
was
the
night
Matteau. Vincent Damphousse
had four assists for the night.
and Suter got both of his assists

on Nolan’s power play goals.
The Sharks’ next game is
Thursday and they will host the
Edmonton Oilers.
Two games into the season,
the Sharks are currently tied
with the Dallas Stars and the
Los Angeles Kings for first place
in the Pacific Division.
All three teams have won all
their games.
The Sharks have also been
surprisingly offensive.
The team has scored a goal in
every period, and has a total of
12 goals in two games.
II Last season Nolan wasn’t
putting the puck in the goal
tw
In ’98-99, Nolan took 207
shots and only scored on 19 of

i
In ow thth.
You could have been
reading your own!
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them.
This season, after two games,
he has four goals in eight shots.
Nolan could have had five
goals in eight shots.
On a two-on-two rush in the
third period, Nolan’s fourth goal
was denied when he took a
mighty slap shot.
Unfortunately for Nolan, his
stick broke and the puck skipped
away from the goal.
But Nolan took his three goals
in stride, and commented on his
change of fortune.
"I can’t complain. Now I got
’em ricocheting everywhere and
going in," he said.
II Two games old isn’t just the
Sharks’ 1999-2000 campaign,
but Brad Stuart’s NHL career. In

two games, the 19-year-old rook";
ie defenseman has one goal, an
assist and four penalty minutes.
According to statistics on the
NHL’s Web page, he leads the
team in checks with seven hits. ,
In Monday’s game, Stuart had
an assist on Stephane Matteau’a
goal.
He had an important poke
check on a one-on-one rush
against Blackhawk winger Dear!,
McAmmond, which may have
prevented a goal.
He also blocked two shots.
At his current pace and per,
formance, Stuart the third
may
overall draft pick of 1998
be a favorite to win the Calder
Trophy, which is awarded to the
league’s rookie of the year.

Experience JAPAN?
The Japan Exchange &
Teaching Program is:

till Pah

fall2k1lbffil

V a chance to live and work in Japan!
V a salaried position and government sponsored!
V open to grads of ANY major!

STUDY JAPANESE

... and does NOT require Japanese
language ability!

IN TOKYO!

Come and learn more!
Date:
Thursday, October 7, 1999
Time: 10 am - 3 pm
OCR Career Fair
Place: SJSU Event Center

The Waseda/Oregon ’Transnational Program, January 11- June
23, 2000, is a comparative US-Japan Societies study program that
offers three levels of Japanese language instruction and thematic
humanities/social science courses that mix USbased and regular
Waseda students together in the classroom at Waseda University in
Tokyo, Japan. Scholarships up to $1,000 are available. For more
information, contact:

JET PROGRAM!
1(800)INFO-JET

Waseda/Oregon Programs at (800) 8234,7938,
infoPopie.org, or vs-ww.opie.org.

jetsf@pacbell.n( t

http://www.embjapan.org/sf
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Tuition
Continued from pg 1
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Wellman, an analyst at the non
profit Institute for Higher
Education
Policy
in
Washington. But she warned:
"When times are bad, it’s the
first thing to get cut."
The survey by the New
York-based College Board
the organization that administers the SATs also found
that financial aid totaled $64
billion last year, a record. Of
that, 58 percent came from student loans, up from 40 percent
in 1980-81.
Of the nation’s 15 million
college students, about 40 percent attend four-year state
schools and 40 percent go to
two-year community colleges.
The remaining 20 percent
attend two- and four-year private colleges.
College Board President
Gaston Caperton pointed out
that a degree from a four-year
college typically doubles the
lifetime earnings of a high
school graduate. "I don’t know
anywhere in the world where
fitou can make an investment
aild make that kind of return,"
the former governor of West
Virginia said.
Caperton stressed that
college
need
Americans
for the better- paying,
techin
kill jobs offered
no ogy and the global economy.
"Education is expensive," he
said, ’but it’s not nearly as
expensive as not getting an
education."

Protest
Continued from pg

1
said Joe Fricano, the superintendent of the project for Gen-Con
Construction.
Giancola was not available to
comment on why work was at a
halt Sept. 27 and Sept. 28.
Giancola Concrete currently is
not doing work on the new
University Police Department
building.
Giancola Concrete won’t be
back for at least another month,
Fricano said.
"If we can continue to prove
that Giancola is not paying the
prevailing wage, we will be back
here," Bush said. "We will be on
site when they are."
A second entrance gate has
been added to the construction
site for Giancola Concrete workers, Bush said.
The purpose of a second gate is
to allow employees from other
companies to continue construction on the site without having to
cross the picket line, said Gary
Pruitt, a field representative for
the carpenters union.

ed fetal pigs and sharks, identifying different elements of the body.

Defense
Continued from pg 1
"It was very scary and realistic
because of the comments (he
made)," Hudgson said. "I think it
was good to come, It showed me
how to be more aggressive. I know
I’ve been to parties and have been
more passive."
Hurt’s message was simple: A
predator relies on his victims
cooperation. Don’t cooperate.
"If he says be quiet, make
noise. If he says come here, go
there," Hurt said.
Freshman
Maria
lbarra
learned that making noise isn’t
easy while being attacked.
"Well, I have to scream," Ibarra
said. "I didn’t react as I was supposed to. I got really scared. I didn’t think something like that was
going to happen. I didn’t realize
the strength a man has."
Hurt pointed out that although
the possibility of being attacked
by a stranger exists, women have
a greater chance of being sexually
assaulted by someone they know.
For no reason should your body
be touched if you don’t want it to
be, Hurt said.
"My definition of rape is anytime you say no and it happens
anyway," Hurt said.
Hurt also attempted to dispel
common myths.
Some women believe if they
resist an attacker, they might agitate him and cause him to become
violent, Hurt said.
"Make no mistake, you are not
going to make a non-violent person violent," Hurt said. "You are
not going to make someone hurt
you who was not going to hurt you
anyway"
ChriAie Fukumaga, a psychologist from the counseling center,
on campus, observed the training
session and was available for
counseling the women.
"I think, in general, it’s a good
program in that it raises awareness," Fukumaga said. "It’s a good
starting point for the students."
Freshman Monica Ipong, hadn’t thought much about self
defense before attending the
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Diagram of life

Biochemistry major Amesha Mason glances at a diagram of a
shark while participating in a dissection. Class members dissect-

Jose

Jessica Malloy / partan Daily

Sophomore Janina CraM covers her mouth in shock as she watches a simulated attack being performed during Monday night’s selfdefense workshop in the Dining Commons. Crain watched as instructor William Hurt pretended to harass a student in an attempt to elicit a
fighting response from her. Hurt believes placing the girls under this
type of stress, in the context of a safe setting, will help them to effectively deal with a potentially dangerous situation in the future.
workshop.
"I learned that when you’re in
a situation like that its fast."
Ipong said. "You don’t have time
to think and react."

considers San Jose’s cost of living
to be similar to San Francisco’s.
"San Francisco’s may be higher," she added.
The 13 board directors at
SFSU make $250 per month.
SJSU’s
Drummond
and
Aguirre now make more than any
other executive below the level of
president at Bay Area CSU’s.
Mechanical engineering major,
Robert McKay said the the pay
raise or stipend increase is
only justifiable if the AS executive and Board of Directors is
working substantially harder
and putting in longer hours.
"It strikes me as an outrageous pay hike
and the way
they did it sounds less than honorable," McKay said.
In an interview on Sept. 28,
Davila was quick to defend the
stipend increase.
"Personally, I don’t need the
money, but if the AS president
isn’t getting some kind of compensation that doesn’t leave the
doors of opportunity open to
every student to serve on government," Davila said.
He said not many students
have the ability to sit in the AS
government office for 50 hours a
week. Davila said the stipends
help to ensure elected representatives do a good job.
"You can go to school full time
and work a part-time job
but
don’t expect to be a good student
representative," he said.
Davila said he did not object to
the levels of the stipend increase
but he worried about the way the
board pushed the legislation
through.
"I worry about the political
ramifications and the way it will
be perceived, doing it this way, so
early in the semester," he said.
The stipend increase legislation was introduced at a meeting
of AS Finance Committee on
Sept. 15, where it passed unanimously, said AS Executive
Director Alfonso De Alba.
The Finance Committee is
made up of four AS directors who
can vote: Wayne Wilson, Stacey
Roberson, Justin Greenlee:, en
Willian Hauser.
AS executives Davila and
Aguirre also attend but cannot
vote. De Alba
a full-time
employee of AS also attends
but does not vote.
Three students-at-large also
sit on the Finance Committee, De
Alba said.
The input from the three students-at-large is supposed to
bring a perspective from outside
the Board of Directors to the vote,
said Jim Cellini, director of the
Student Life Center.
De Alba who attended the
meeting said all
three students-at-large were present to
cast votes on Sept.15.
But the minutes of the meeting show one student-at-large
present Christine Corporon.
The voting members of the
Finance Committee consisted of
four AS Board members and the
student-at-large.
The stipend increase legislation was then forwarded to the
agenda of the next session of AS
Board of Directors meeting, held
Sept. 22 in council chambers.
But the stipend increase legislation was not visible as a separate line item on the agenda.
Instead, it was tacked onto the
end of Aguirre’s controller’s
report.
The Spartan Daily was not
present at either meeting.
James Brent, a professor of
political science at San Jose State
University, said it is not uncommon for legislators to push
through an important or unpopular piece of legislation this way.

"Congress will frequently distract attention away from a hotbutton item by introducing
another high-profile item of a different nature at the same meeting," Brent said.
Aguirre said he didn’t mind
going on record saying the
stipend increase was absolutely
justified and necessary.
"We earn it," Aguirre said .
Brent said the student Board
of Directors’ level of pay is low
considering the high cost of living
in the Bay Area.
"Obviously, those who choose
to serve on student government
don’t go into it for the money,* he
said.
Nevertheless, stipends are not
the same as salary.
"They are more like a scholarship. No deductions are taken
from stipend checks, but they
have to be reported to the
Financial Aid office
and at tax
time," De Alba said.
John Bradbury, associate
director of financial aid, said
stipends do not preclude a student from receiving financial aid
but factor into the amount a student is entitled to.
Davila has until the next AS
Board of Directors meeting to
issue an executive veto of the
stipend increase.
Late last week he issued the
statement saying that is what he
intends to do.
Davila said the purpose of the
veto is to give students the opportunity and time to discuss the
matter and provide feedback to
their elected representatives.
"It would be healthy for the
organization to establish a dialogue with the students we represent, regarding appropriate levels and the necessity for a
stipend increase," he said.
Although the Board of
Directors can overturn Davila’s
veto with a two-thirds majority,
he said it would not be appropriate for them to do so until they
had heard from students on the
issue.
Stipend increases for the
entire AS Board for 1999-2000
will total about $28,000 from an
,,sperating budget of just over $1
million, Aguirre said.
"The adjusted stipends will
come from an unallocated fund of
$84,668 carried over from the
previous academic year and government of former AS President
Heather Cook," De Alba said.
Cook had allocated money for
an AS-run computer center for
students as well as a laptop
rental program, De Alba said.
Cook’s board of directors also
took a pay decrease, dropping
some stipends to levels lower
than those established in the government of her predecessor Jeff
Batuhan, Davila said.
"So we are really just putting
it back closer to where it had
been in ’97-’98," Davila said.
Last spring, after the current
government-elect began forging
its 1999-2000 budget, certain
items such as Cook’s computer
center were removed, De Alba
said.
Davila said stipends were the
other big difference between the
two budgets of the outgoing and
incoming governments.
Aguirre said the current government should have put the
stipend increase into the budget
last spring instead of waiting
until after this fall’s audit.
"No one would have noticed,"
he said.
Eric Overstrom, a senior
majoring in business said AS
startlingly big stipend increase ,
not to mention the way they put
it into motion was not "cool."
"They abused their office and
their power," Overstrom said.

The self defense workshop is
open to women who live in the
residence halls. Resident advisers
host separate workshop for each
residence hall

DJ KING RAFFI
-LIVE 105SPinning all the

hits!

Depression is a bunch of symptoms
9a) exhibited
by weak people.
b) Depression is an unbearable suppression
of brain activity that can strike anyone.

UNTREATED

DEPRESSION

DRINK NITE
EVERY WEDNESDAY STARTING OCT. 6, 1999

ANY DRINK $1
ALL BOTTLE BEERS
ALL DRAFTS
ALL COCKTAILS

Upcoming Shows
10/7
10/9
10/16
10;24

SPIKE 1000. EMPTYDICK
ROMEO V010
SUPER DIAMOND
BIG SAO VOODOO

400 S. First St.. San Jose 408-535-0330
21 &

over

Dress Code Doors open at 9PM

www.theusualmteclub.com
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Drug legalization finds
ally in NM governor
WASHINGTON (AP) - New
Mexico Gov. Gary Johnson,
pressed to clarify his views on
legalizing drugs, said Tuesday he
sees the process starting with
marijuana, then moving to more
powerful illegal drugs.
"I don’t see legalization of
dangerous drugs anytime soon,"
Johnson told reporters after
making a speech backing drug
legalization at the libertarian
Cato Institute.
Johnson, a Republican in his
second term, drew strong criticism from anti-drug leaders last
week when he became the first
sitting governor to call for legalizing drugs. Johnson said the
current war on drugs has been a
multi-billion-dollar failure that
throws too many people in
prison.
"I’m not pro-drug here, I’m
against drugs," Johnson told the
Cato audience. "Should you go to
jail for just doing drugs? I say no.
I say you shouldn’t.
"Control it. Regulate it. Tax it.
If we legalize it, we just might
have a better society."
White House drug policy
director Barry McCaffrey plans
to speak in Albuquerque on
Thursday to oppose Johnson’s
stand on legalizing drugs.
"The agenda espoused by people like Governor Johnson would
put more drugs into the hands of
children and make drugs more
available on our nation’s streets,"
McCaffrey said last Friday.
Last week, Johnson said he
favored legalizing marijuana and
heroin.
During talks this week with
groups backing drug law reform,
he has said legalizing any drug,
along with certain restrictions on
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"I’m not pro-drug here, I’m
against drugs ... Control it.
Regulate it. Tax it. If we
legalize it, we just might have
a better society."
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Jessica Malloy/Spartan Daily

Senior Karla Reynolds reaches to assist junior Bhautik Mehta as he scoops cream of corn from the hot- ,
water bath dunng their food process engineering lab Tuesday in the Central Classroom building Room
121 They are comparing the rate that heat transfers through cream of corn and apple sauce.

Cam us Recreation weekly
Adventures
Lost Coast
Fri-Sun 10/29-31
ASpend Halloween deep in the Lost Coast
wilderness. This is the last stretch of
undeveloped/untouched coast in California.
Go on a self -sustained backpacking
adventure amongst the giant redwoods!
Trip departs Friday evening at 9pm.
Students: $50 Non -students: $60
Deadline: Fri 10/22
Rock Climbing Sat 10/23
9:00a
Come learn the basics of rock climbing at
Planet Granite! They’ll provide the
instructors, harness, shoes and ropes. You
provide the desire! See trip info sheet for
maps and item list. Includes an all-day pass
to Planet Granite.
Students: $25 Non -Students: $30
Deadline: Wed 10/20
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Why shouldn’t you??

for info call Akron,

,
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So many have met with success..

Associated Students

-

.

- Gary Johnson
New Mexico governor
He foresaw states being able
it, could cause the use of that
drug to remain level or even go to regulate the sale and distribution
of marijuana as they now
down.
Johnson said he viewed mari- regulate sales of hard liquor juana - which he admits smok- which some states restrict to
ing as a young man - as less state-owned stores and others
dangerous than tobacco or alco- allow in private outlets. The federal or state governments could
hol.
"Marijuana is never going to take over growing, distributing
have the devastating effects on and selling illegal drugs,
us that alcohol and tobacco have Johnson said.
"If that doesn’t decrease drug
on us," Johnson said. "If marijuana is legalized, alcohol abuse use, I don’t know what will," he
goes down because people will joked.
Other constraints, Johnson
have a substance choice."
He said marijuana is the best said, should include restricting
candidate for being legalized drug sales to those over 21,
first, followed by more dangerous enhanced penalties for crimes
drugs such as heroin or cocaine committed under the influence of
- the other illegal drug Johnson drugs and allowing all employers
to perform drug tests and fire
has admitted using in the past.
Those dangerous drugs, anyone who tests positive.
Johnson claimed public reacJohnson said, should have even
more restrictions on their sale tion in calls and letters to his
and use than marijuana, such as office has been running "97 to 3"
perhaps requiring a doctor’s pre- in favor of his stance. But he
scription and being administered added he doubted he could get
in a hospital or clinic.
any drug legalization measures
"I don’t want to see it in gro- passed in the New Mexico
cery stores," Johnson told Legislature.
"As I stand here right now, I
reporters. "I’m assuming that
wouldn’t happen. The more dan- don’t see that as being possible,"
gerous perception of the drug, Johnson said. "I see that as a fedthe more control there would be." eral issue."

.
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ACamping Trip Sal/Sun 10/9-10
Half Dome, El Capitan, and the Tioga Pass.
Yosemite bursts with natural wonders. This
two-day camping trip includes hikes, food,
transportation and experienced tour guides.
See what John Muir was talking about
when he called Yosemite one of America’s
greatest natural resources. Be sure to read
the trip into sheet for item list and pre -trip
meeting information. Trip departs Friday
evening.
Students: $65 Non -Students: $75
Deadline: Wed 10/6
Aikido
Thu 10/7-18
8:00p
ASCR is pleased to announce the addition
of a Thursday night Aikido session. This
class is the perfect compliment to our
Tuesday class and you can still register!
Please register in class. Classes are held in
YUH-202 (upstairs).
Students: $20 Non-Students: $25
Student Linton Main level
A S Business Office 830 430

p.
40s.924.RIVE

ILL! L IQ Lit.:
illtratvUrais
Badminton Tournament
October 8th @ 7pm in SPX 44.
Free for all students. Bring your Tower Card to register.
Games of the Week
Wednesday, Oct 6th: Ell Vs. OX (49pm
Thursday, Oct 7th: Club 550 Vs. Shepherds @3pm
Thursday, Oct 7th: Friday’s Vs. Mariners @8pm
Friday, Oct 8th: A112 Vs. OX (44:15pm
Tuesday, Oct 12th: A011 Vs. AZ @ 8pm

Robbie Bumbaca of Delta Upsilon prepares to air it out in the Delta Upsilon - Theta Chi
flag football game. Theta Chi pulled out the victory in overtime, 20-19.

Fem qtandings
PHC Volleyball
(Tuesday) W-L
1. AZ
2-0
2. A4)
1 - 1
2. AOH
1 - 1
4. KA
0-2

IFC Volleyball
(Wednesday)
1. (-)X
1. il
1. KI
4. flKA
4. IN
4. ATC1
7. AY
7. EX

W-L
3-0
3-0
3-0
1 -2
1 -2
1 -2
0-3
0-3

Co-Rec Volleyball
(Thursday)
W-L
1. Spartans
3-0
1. Friday’s
3-0
3. Mariners
2- 1
2- 1
3. Mixed Up
5. Messed Up 1 - 2
1 -2
5. Hotshots
5. Cross Court 1 - 2
5. Team Y
1 -2
9. Last Minute 0 - 2

Men’s Football
(Wednesday)
1. Watts UP
1. Club 550
1. Raiderz
1. 1 Dogs
1. X
1. Shepherds
7. Village
7. Wildmen

W-L
2- 1
2- 1
2- 1
2- 1
2- 1
2- 1
0-3
0- 3

IFC Football
(Friday)
W-L
1. OX
3-0
1. ATI1
30
1. KZ
3-0
4. AY
i-:1
5. FIJI
1 -:2
6. Ifl
0-3
6. FIKA
0 -13
6. EX
0-2

MIXED MEDIA
PATIENT EXPRESSED
WAPPROPPIATELY PRONE.
F4tLia4S of AFFILIATIor4 A00
HAS usellcALISTic EXPKTATIONS
ASouy n.ts FtKiPROCAL PEIUNEE
OFOTS-106-

ofe

CLASSIFIED

’ PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN ONLY
NOW HIRING Bulking Attendants
nukes no claim iOr products or Campbell Recreation. Flexible,
services advertised below nor k weekends, $10/1r408-8138-2741.
there impureness Melted The
cimailled columns of the Sulam PART-TIME / FLEXIBLE HOURS
, Deily consist of peid advertising
Bookkeeper / kcounts Payable
and dimingo are not approved or
Paid Training
,
vediled by the newspaper.
Friendly & Fun Environment
Atlas Security and Patrol
(408)972-2099

EMPLOYMENT

RECEPTIONIST P/T
’Law Office on the Alameda needs
part-time reception help. Your
;brains and enthusiasm are more
i important than your experience.
Ala* in person or phone 292-5400.
.1830 The Alameda. San Jose.
:NOW HIRING DELIVERY DRIVERS
i Earn $8 to $14 per hour. Apply
in person at: Pizza -A-Go -Go.
117 E. San Carlos St. 280-0707.
NANNY: For my cuts, good 2 yr
’old & possibly 4 month old. 8-12
.hrs/wk, flexible. In Los Altos near
280 & 85. Must be dependable.
; responsible & fun. Exp and refs
, required. Emily 650-938-2580.
PT/FT PAID INTERN
Parking free! Close to SJSU.
15-40 hrs/wk, flex hours.
,
Need PC skills, 35+ wpm.
HR or high-tech experience a plus.
Fax resume to:
,
Cindy (408) 298-9701.

1,

LOOKING FOR TUTORS
to work with a language and social
skills delayed child. Training
provided. $12 per hour. Call Kim
SO 408.263-9218.
CROCODILE CAFE
HAVE A CROC OF FUN! At the
Crocodile Cafe in Valley Fair Mall.
Come join our talented team of
hosts, food runners. bussers, and
; servers. We’re always accepting
. applications. Please apply in
person Monday,
-Thurday, 2- 5pm.
2855 Stevens Creek Blvd.
SCORE! Prep seeking S.A.T.
tutors. Must have high S.A.T.
scores. Flexible schedule. Reliable
. transportation req’d. 513-522/hr.
Call 1 -800-PREP-182.
. _
SECURITY
ABCOM PRNATE SECURITY
We will train you. Student Friendly.
F/T, P/T, Weekdays & Weekends.
Swing & Graveyard Shifts.
Flexible Schedule.
408-247-4827
INDUSTRIAL, FINE ARTS Me/ors:
TAP PLASTICS is looking for full
and part time people who want to
learn about plastics & composites.
Shop & sales positions open, we
train! Benefits, competitive pay.
Apply in person at: 1008 Blossom
Hill Rd. San Jose. (408) 265-6400.
PART-TIME POSITION avsliable.
Veterinary Hospital in Santa Clara.
Will train. 408-241-8200.
PT ADV/MKTG INTERNSHIP.
Avail immediately with a Hi-Tech
Agency. Flex Sched. Approx 20
hrs/wk. 59-510/hr. Fax resume
to Berlin Communications, Attn:
Remi rfil 650-321-8367.
EGG DONORS NEEDED! NI races.
Ages 2130. Ccimpsnsation $5,030.
OPTIONS National Fertility Registry.
1-800-886-9373
www.fertilityoptions.com
ADMIN. NEEDED Small Promotional Products Co. in Campbell
needs well organized reliable person to work 15-20 hours/week in
administration/shipping/receiving.
Flex hours/days. $10.00- $11.00
per hour. Fax resume to 408866-0749 or call 408-866-7000.
SELLING TO MEN -CLOTHING
Ideal part-time weekend Job.
Good pay in relaxed atmosphere.
Please call Friday thru Sunday.
408.970-0900 or fax 970-0903.
ACCOUNTING/ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT. Spartan Shops, Inc.
San Jose State University.
Requires proficient use of spreadsheet & word processing applica
trons. Duties: Bank reconciliation,
journal entries, maintain payroll
information as necessary and genNal office duties. Excellent benefit
pkg. Medical, dental vision, retire
ment. 24-32 hours per week
$9.50 . $12.00 per hour. Paid
Training: Nov - Dec 1999. Start:
Jan 2000. Acctg major preferred
w/2 yrs accounting course work.
Spartan Shops, Inc. Personnel
Dept. 1125 N 7th St. San Jose,
CA 95112 FM: 408-924-1910.

VENUE REVIEWER/AUDITOR
PART-TIME FLEUBLE
Seeking enthusiastic student to
visit assigned seating venues
(theaters, stadiums, etc.) in your
area to take photos of interior/
exterior, collect detailed informsnon, seating charts and write a
brief description/review about the
venue. Job requires excellent
communication skills, attention to
detail, ability to wrok closely
with people, flexible schedule
and a vehicle. Working knowledge
of photography a plus. Our
company will supply all tools.
Please forward inquiries and
resumes to SeatAdvisor.com.
6408 Lake Atlin Ave, San Diego,
CA 92119-3209. FAX to (619)
589-6777 OR e-mail christurnelbseatadvisor,corn

EARN $ 10 PER HOUR
PART-TIME - FLEXIBLE HOURS
Catered Too - the Silicon Valley’s
Premiere Catering & Event Company
is looking RN fun, energetic people
to work exciting corporate events..
Call our staffing line now at (650)
625-1309. Work flexible hours
suited to your class schedule.
Meals included with every shift.
Most of our events are downtown
or in the South Bay - always a hip
atmosphere to work in. Experi- P/T INSTRUCTORS - PARTY
ence helpful but not necessary. ENTERTAINERS. Fun Science
Call Now!
programs. Need reliable car &
exper. w/kids. Excellent pay! Will
RADIO PROMO Marketing and train. Mad Science 408/262-5437.
Appointment Setting nationwide.
Part-time student positions. Call GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL HELP
now, Christi @ 408-350-1370.
needed for small, exclusive
shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat.
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
Must be reliable, honest, able to
mailing our circulars. Free
do physical work. Exp. working
information. Call 202-452-5901. w/dogs preferred, but will train.
Great opply for dog knee $6.50 hr.
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS Can FAX resume to 408/3770109
Part-time work available with or Call 371-911.5.
flexible hours (5-30 hours/week)
Internships possible
COUNSELORS NEEDED
All majors may apply
for Weekend Camp for Disabled.
Scholarships awarded annually
Call 408243-7861 for info.
Some conditions apply
Start at $13.10 base - appt.
$S MANAGE A BUSINESS
Eam $65 -$393 per week
ON YOUR CAMPUS $$
Gain valuable experience in
Versity.com an Internet notetaking
customer service & sales
company is looking for an entreNo experience necessary
preneurial student to run our
Extensive training provided
business on your campus.
Endorsed by National
Manage students, make tons of
Academic Advisory Board
money, excellent opportunity!
CALL 979-9700
llam 4pm Apply online at vninv.versity.com,
wv.w.workforstugents.com
contact Jobs@versity.com or call
(734) 4831600 ext. 888.
TEACHERS & AIDES, YWCA has
immediate openings throughout
WMTPERSON NEEDED
San Jose. P/T with benefits.
Eve. & Wknd. Shifts Available
AM/PM shifts. Fax resume to
Salary + Tips
408-294-1373 or contact Susan
Friendly Fun Environment
408-295-4011 x215.
Apply in Person
BRITANNIA ARMS
5027 Almaden Exp. San Jose,
$1,0001 WEEKLY!! Stuff
envelopes at home for $2 each
TEACH DRIVING. Company car.
plus bonuses. F/T. P/T. Make
WO. weekly, guaranteed!
Good Pay. After school + wknds.
Free supplies. For details,
HS grad. 18+. Call 971-7557
send 1 stamp to: N-28, PMB 552, www.deluxedriving.com.
12021 Wilshire BI.
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES, Graphic
Los Angeles, CA 90025
Designers & Writers wanted for
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY weekly newspaper. PT & InternPLUS seeking Infant, Toddler, and ship available. Call 408-9281750
Preschool Teedes and Aides. F/T& or fax resume to 408-928-1757.
P/T positions available. Substitute
positions are also available that RESTAURANT: Wait Staff, Busser,
offer flexible hours. ECE units are Host/Hostess, Cashier $51 Call
required for teacher positions but 408-377-6456.
not required for Aide positions.
Excellent oppportunity for Child
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
Development majors. Please call
K-8 school seeks responsible
Cathy for interview at 244-1968 or individuals for extended daycare.
fax resume to 248-7350.
P/Th de afternoon. No ECE units
required. Previous experience with
VALET PARKERS Part-time,
children preferred. Please call
evenings & weekends in Los
244-1968 x 16
Gatos and Saratoga. Must be
neat in appearance with good
BICYCLE MESSENGER
customer service skills. Must be
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
able to drive a 5 speed and have
Great for Students!
a valid CDL. Immediate opening & Serving Downtown SanJose.
flexible schedules available. Earn
Inner City Express.
$10 to $15 per hour with tips. 22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
Please call 1-925-210-1232.
Golden Gate Valet.
TELEMARKETING Part/Fue-Tkno
Newspaper Subscriptions. Hourly
PART-TIME WAITER/WAITRESS + bonus. Weekend shifts avail. 5
Seeking friendly, energetic individ- blocks from SJSU. Near light rail.
ual to wait tables at a casual Media Promotions 408-494-0200.
Asian food restaurant in San.lose.
If you are outgoing, service-orient- EXPERIENCED TUTORS NEEDED
ed and interested in earning cash H.S. Math, Spanish, etc. Mon. wages plus tips and meals, Fri. 3 - 8pm. 51,000/mo. Call
please call us. Lunch shift, Ms. Scottie 408-255-5247.
approx. 11am- 2pm & occasional
weekend nights. Restaurant is SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring
located on Blossom Hill Rd, just Preschool & School Age Asst.
outside of Los Gatos. Easy Directors, Teachers and Aides.
access from 85 and 87. Call for PT & FT with excellent benefits
interview: 408-358-2525.
Call 370-1877 x 29.

DIRECTORS, ASST. DIRECTORS,
TEACHERS. & AIDES
Thinking about a career working
with children? The YMCA of Santa
Clara Valley is now hiring for
Preschool & School-Age Childcare
Centers in San Jose, Cupertino.
Santa Clara. Los Gatos, Saratoga.
Campbell, Evergreen. Milpitas &
Berryessa. Full and part-time
positions available. Hours flexible
around school. Fun staff teams,
great experience in working with
children, career advancement,
and good training opportunities.
Teachers require minimum 6 units
in ECE, education, recreation.
psychology. socioloth physical
education and/or other related
fields. Please call Beth Profio at
408.2918894 kr information and
locations.

FOR

NATIONAL /AGENCY

RATES CALL

408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Nam,

3 lines

One
Day
$5

Two
Days
$7

Three
Days
$9

Four
Days
$11

Five
Days
$13

Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad.
Rate increases $2 for each additional day.

EammumNomm

20 + commit," issues: receive 10% oll.
40 + consecutive issues: reCeive 20% off.
50 + consecutive Nubs: receive 25% off
Local mine apply to Smile Cam Carey edvertisers
and SNIU students, mall & faculty.
First line In bold for no indre charge up 1o25 spaces
Additional words may be set In bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

Ada..
CayS Suo

Z 4, coral

Rune
Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Deily Classifieds
SenJose State University
SanJose,CA 95192-0149
CleseMed desk is located in Dvight Bent el Hall, Room 209
IN Deadline: 10:00 &T. MO weekdays before publication
?
ads are prepaid. 111No reluncki on cancelled ads.
II Rates for consecutive pubiication dates only
IN QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277

Please check ./
one classification:
__Lost and Found’ Rental Housing
Announcements
_Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
_Events
_Volunteers
For Sale
Autos For Sale
Eledronics
_Wanted
_Employment
Opportunities

_Shared liousing
_Real Estate
_Services
Health/Beauty
_Sports/Molls
_insurance
Entertainment
_Travel
_Tutoring
_Word Processing
__Scholarships

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF. Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
* Lost & Found ads are offered tree as a service to the campus community.

SERVICES

ANNOUNCEMENTS

IT’S ABOUT HAPPINESS
CLOSET OVERFLOWING?? Store
excess at A-1 SELF STORAGE. It’s about freedom. It’s about you!
Spaces from 5 x 5. Student ’WHAT IS SCIENTOLOGY? Find
Discount. 229-2900.
out for yourself. Order ’WHAT IS
SCIENTOLOGY?’ And get your
PROF. WEDGING PHOTOGRAPHY FREE personality test. Can Ilene at
Enhance Photography. 8 hours
the Church of Scientology,
coverage. 170 prints, 1 11x14, &
1400-293-8483.
Ingagement Sitting included.
$950.00. Call 4087238053.
TRUE SPIRITUALBY
HEALS HATE CRIMES
WRIONG HELP:
A member of a church targeted by
Highest quality writing, editing,
a hate crime and a South African
postwriting. Essays, application discuss: ’The Healing Power of
statements, reports. etc.
Love & Forgiveness" online at:
Please call Dave Bolick,M.A. at
varny.cssentinsiredlo.com.
(510)801-9554 or
email bolickebest.com
ADVERTISERS - Coupon Book
forming 10.000 copies. $350 gets
VISA/MasterCard accepted.
you in. Also Computer Services:
WP. DTP. Graphic Design, Web
DEBT PROBLEMS?
LIBRARY
REDUCE your monthly bills up to Pages. Custom Photo T-shirts,
/ Part-Time Positions
60%. CONSOLIDATE your bills Color Photo Business Cards, etc.
Available Throughout CA.
Commission Sales Jobs, too!
(credit cards, stir:lent loans, medical,
Librarians, Assts. 8, Clerks
408-287-9158
cars, IRS) into ONE LOW monthly
Library Education/Experience.
payment. FREE CONSULTATION. http://nrriirbersaolcom/funkeyjim
Visit us at www.almusa.com 408-278-1500 / 800-774-7977
GEFS. Inc. 12 S. First St. Ste. 406
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES Spec. Ed
San Jose, CA 95113.
BEAUTY] HEALTH
& Regular Class 58.60-511.52 hr.
BEAUTY CLUB: 505 S. 10th St.
Saratoga School District.
MOOR DENIAL PLAN!
#205. Hair cut as low as $6.
Cal 8673424x504 for application
Only $57.00 per year.
& information. Immediate Need.
I free cut for every 10 visits. $15
Save 30%- 60%
for full-set nails. 408993-2250.
on your dental needs.
(corner of 10th & Williams)
ACUFACTS SECURITY
For info call 1-800-655-3225.
GREAT JOB FOR STUDENTS!
MEN 8 WOMEN
Full & part-time positions available
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Paid training
REIMIM
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
Excellent benefits
or using chemicals. Let us
No experience necessary
BI-UNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra Geometry
permanently remove your
Apply in person at
unwanted hair. Back - Chest- Lip
Statistics Trig. Calculus
555 D Meridian Ave. San Jose
Bikini - Chin - Tummy etc.
Physics: Mechanics Electric
Or call Laurie at 408-286-5880.
Students & faculty receive 15%
SAT - GED - CBEST - ESL - TOEFL
discount. First appt. 1/2 price if
Computer: Vis.Basic, Ifis.C++
TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS
Spanish: All levels
made before 1.2/31/99.
P/T Instructors Elem. Schools.
Call: Michael 408-298-7576
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
Degree / Credential NOT Required.
621E. Campbell Ave. #17, Cmbl.
Email: tutor90763@aolcom
Opportunity for reaching exp. Need
(408) 379-3500.
Car. V1VI: (408) 287-4170 ext. 408.
ECE/ME
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
RENTAL HOUSING
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
WORD PROCESSING SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BDRM APTS.
Live in luxury and walk to school!
Your own probe or disposable.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
We offer a pool, spa. suana.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
full tym, on-site management, all
Theses, Term Papers. Resumes,
247-7488
Grow Projects, etc.
appliances included,central A/C.
i.w.w.bworks.com/elec/
practice/briseno.htm
All forrnats, specializing in APA.
Stop by today for a tour.
Open Mon*,, tiro; Saturday.
Miao/mini tape tranScrIPtIon. Fab
THE COLONNADE
CONFIDENTIAL FREE BIRTH
Experienced, dependable.
201 So 4th St. (408)279-3639. Control for women: pills or De-po
quick return.
shot, STD screening, pap &
Call Linda 408-264-4504.
pregnancy tests, etc. 942-0980.

DRIVING INSTRUCTOR Full/Part TEACHERS, AIDES and SUBS
Time. Will train. Flex hours. Call NEEDED! Enjoy working with kids?
408-363-4182.
Join the team at Small World
Schools and get great experience
DIRECT SALES MARKETING, working with kids ages 5 - 12.
International Golf Co. SJSU SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS offers
location. 510-530 per hour, part competitive pay, excellent training,
or full time. Morning or afternoon. arid a fun work environment.
INSURANCE
Call 971-1645.
FT and PT available. Call (408)
AUTO INSURANCE
283-9200 ext. 21.
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
Campus Insurance Service
& LOVE CHILDREN??
SWIM INSTR & LIFEGUARDS
Special Student Programs
TOP PAY!
wanted. Fun environment, close to
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Immediate temp/perm
SJSU. Indoor & outdoor pools. Rex
’Great Rates for Good Drivers"
substitute positions as
hours. Central YMCA 2981717x34. "Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS:
at After School Programs,
VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS
"Good Students" ’Educators"
Day Care Centers, Etc.
Ambitious & energetic people
"Engineers" ’Scientists"
(408) 866-8550
needed, FT/PT. Earn $8415 per
CALL TODAY 296-5270
hour (average). Flexible. will work
FREE QUOTE
PAL-TIME / PART-TIME
around your school schedule.
NO HASSLE
$8 -$10 to start
Lots of fun and earn good money.
NO OBLIGATION
Start today / Hiring bonus
Call (408)867-7275, leave
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
Join our team
voicemail or email us at
Atlas Security and Patrol
verinv.corinthianparking.com. Leave
BEST RATES
(408)972-2099
name and number where you can
on
be contacted.
AUTO INSURANCE
FIRST YEAR/FIRST SEMESTER
Free Phone Quotes
FRESHMEN
CHILD DEVELOPMENT INC.
No Driver Refused
S15.00/hour
offers positions for:
4x4’s
Just out of High School?
Diluters Assistant Directors
Accidents
In your first semester of college?
Teachers Teacher Aides
Cancelled
Living in the Santa Clara county?
Fr & PT opportunities available
Tickets
If the answer is "yes" to these
working with infant/toddler,
D.U.I.
three questions, then you may be preschool & school age children.
S.R. Filing
eligible to make $15.00 per hour
CDI/CDC offers a competitive
Good Student Discount
in a research study group.
salary, excellent benefits package
Call us now
Interested?
to FT & PT employees and an
408-244-9100
Call 408-288-7136.
ennching work environment. For
8am - 8pm Mon- Sat
positions avail at our centers in:
ALL-COVERAGE INSURANCE
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI has San Jose, Sunnyvale, Loa Altos,
openings for following positions: Campbell, Saratoga, Cupertino,
DAYCARE STAFF PERSON
Minot His & Redwood City
WANTED
Part-Time (2:30-6:30). Working
cal (408)3719900 or
with elementary aged children.
far resurnes to (408) 371-7685
EGG DONORS WANTED
INFANT TEACHER ASSISTANT
jandersonSkolicdc.org
If you are between the ages of
Full or Part -Time. Must have For more info about CDI/CDC
21 and 35. and looking for the
6 ECE units.
qualifications, call our 24 Hour
most rewarding experience of your
Contact Uss at 408-723-5/40 Jobline @1-888-9-CDICDC. FOE
life, call 1-888-350-7122.
Asian and Jewish donors needed.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - L(I)CAL RATES

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum

Certain advortleemente in
Pees columns may miler the
reader to specac telephone
for
numbers or add,
additIonI information.
Classified readers should be
reminded !hot, when moidng
this. further contacts, they
should require complete
Infetswitlea before atendlne
; meow ler weds es sonless.
Isi addleen, madam Mould
oismally Invesepe all Wm
olledng eineleyment New
er seasons for discount
wooden er ineschendlee.

JAVA/C++ PROGRAMMERS
For Part-Time and
SDV seeks full-time and part-time
Full-Thine Positions, call
developers fluent in Java/C4-* who
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
demonstrate good written 8, verbal
Fast placement, no fees
communication skills. Successful Office jobs in local companies
Students/grads/career change
candidates will develop technologies to support scientific data,
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire
databases. & related web access
San Jose to San Mateo
Phone: (650) 325-1133
& visualization tools. Flexible hours
for part-time work. Within walking
Fax: (650) 325-3639
distance of San Jose State. Send www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
resume & salary requirements to:
resumes@digitalcreativity.com
EARN $12/HOUR PASSING OUT
FLYERS. Versity.com needs a
AUTISM ASSISTANT: Students marketing rep to pass out flyers
needed to work with our 4 year old on your campus. We will send you
autistic son. We have an intensive all the flyers. To apply for the job
home program based on applied please e-mail jobs@versity.com
behavior analysis (Lovaas Method) or call 877-837-7489 ext. 868.
and the skillful use of positive
reinforcement. Professional RECEPTIONIST for upscale
training will be provided by Autism Saratoga Spa. Heavy phones
Partnership. Flexible hours: & scheduling, some retail
Afternoons. Eves or Weekends Exceptional customer service
(6- 10 hrs/wk). We are located in skills and a commitment to
Cupertino, close to 280 and 85. excellence required. Competitive
Please call Aria at 408777-0467. pay, benefits. Flexible schedule PT/FT. Also hiring for:
SOCIAL SERVICES Part-time CUSTOMER SERVICE order
(8-25hours/week) positions avail- fulfillment for on-line orders,
able with youth serving agency. and LICENSED MANICURIST.
Opportunities include gang preven- Harmonie European Day Spa.
tion specialist, after school coordi- Fax: 408-741-4901. Phone:
nator (at-risk elementary & middle Sara 408-741-4997 ext 115.
school), data entry and admix www.harmoniespa.com
support. Bilingual Spanish a plus.
Salary $8 to $12 an hour.
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
Resume and cover letter to Girl
to get 5$ PAID 5$
Scouts of Santa Clara County to lose up to 30 lbs.
Dept. MM, 1310 S. Bascom Ave.,
in the next 30 days.
San Jose, CA 95128. AA/EOE
Natural. Guaranteed.
Fax: (408) 287-8025 or Email:
Call (408)793-5256.
asullivankkgirlscouts-gsscc.org
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
DO YOU WANT TO BE A MODEL? Los Gatos -Saratoga Rec. Dept
Call 408-437-7722 Today.
Elementay School Age Recreation
Or visit www.AmericanModelnet.
prog. P/T hrs. 2-6pm, M-F. A few
positions avail approx 7am-11am.
tint salary, no ECE units req.
DEUVERY DRIVERS WANTED!
Earn $200 every weekend.
Call Janet 354-8700 x223.
Must have reliable truck & ins.
Lifting required.
EARN EXTRA CASH :3
Up to 5600/month
408-292-7876
Become a Sperm Donor
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS Si Area Healthy males, 19-40 years old
Clerical, Technical, Full-time.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
Cal Lupe 408/9428866 or email
650-324-1900, M-F, 8-4:30.
lupegelectronixstaffing.com.

FAX: 408-924-3282

Daily
ROSS WORD
ACROSS
1 Bit of greenery
6 1 smell - -r
10 Toward the
dawn
14 Blow away, as
soil
15 Reasonable
16 Hemp product
17 Tart flavor
18 High-flying toy
19 Zone
20 Reply to the
captain
21 Venus
24 Selected a card
25 Ooze out
26 Vampire’s target
29 Runs away
32 Turnpike
.33 Fragrance
34 Kind of snake
37 Counterparts
41 Inuit on the
street
42 Put on paper
43 Auto pioneer
44 Sonnets. e.g.
45 Vote
47 Roman tyrant
49 "Jane 50 Contractor’s
device
54 Youngest of the
"Liftle Women"
57 Is obligated to
58 Luau
entertainment
59 Seaweed
61 Take an
apartment
62 Sir - Guinness
63 "- be sorry!"
64 Actor - Ray
65 Quiz
66 Hard to climb

DOWN
1 Actress Ward of

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

NOUN IMMO 010IMM
NOCE MOURN UMW@
MIZIMO 1010MARI ROUEI
UMMUM
MMUMNUO
PROM DURO
NMWOMMUN MOM
OW121 1101010W MOM
WNOM ORWOU MOOD
0000101 OMMOM OHM
NOW1110 OMMEIMINOM
NM= REIM
OMIMMUMM
181012NN
NMEIM MINN MOWN
MON 00110101 NOM
MOO MOM CIO1101
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
22
23
24
26
27
28
29
30
31
33
34

C,99g.UndfxffsidureSyndocate
"Sisters"
35 Church
Quarry
calendar
Where Caesar
36 Helper: abbr.
lived
38 Faint with
Wedding vow
pleasure
Biological
39 Choler
classifications
40 Trunk
44 Conjurer’s word
Out of kitter
Downpour
45 So long!
Against
46 Decks out
Prom attendee
47 Staircase
Rubs out
post
Important artery 48 Correct
Talk
49 Precise
Rip
50 Puppeteer
Animal doc
Baird
Shine
51 Companion of
Extinct bird
this
Walked
52 Stubborn
Pueblo culture
animal
Seance sounds 53 Lands in la
mer
Stews
The -- Ranger
54 Flu symptom
Ostrich cousin
55 Ram o buck
Molecule part
56 Squea
Cannon part
60 Realty unit

MEM Mai Meal
MIME ME= MIME
MEM MOM MEM
MEM MMIIMMIIMMEMM
MOM
MEM
MUM" WM=
MIMI
MUM Mild
IMMUMWMIIMMEMMEM
mom ammo
ammo
MU= &MEM
Ad=
ME=
dEMMUMMOMME add
AM= MUM darn
MIMI MIME MM.
Mil MI= MEM
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SJSU Career
Building F
Mon. - Fri.
10:00am - 5.
Wed.
10:00am -

OCrii

Bet on the book It knows And we know how to get you to it. even at 3am Were netLibrary
Were thousands of books Online As in, ready to read, research and save you time
We call them eBooks and they’re right on your computer. 24/7 Ask your campus librarian or

check us out at www.netlibrary.com
Library

7
ve

August and December 1999
8( May and August 2000 .SJSU grads.

sneak
career
center

prieview
a look at the upcoming event

5.15U Career Center
Building F
Mon - Fri
10:00am - 5:00pm
Wed.
10:00am - 6:00pm
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Are you looking for a career in Statistics or Software
Engineering?

Avitkit ’

_11

.4".A.,- ’ --

Are you interested in developing high impact technical
solutions for Fortune 1000 clients around the world?

You’ve sat through classes.

Now think on your feet.

Talus Solutions is the world’s leading provider of Revenue
Management Software applications and consulting services. Our
applications allow leading companies to increase their profitability
several -fold by more accurately pricing their products.

I lank last’ We ha e great oprximalities or N Oil to get into management in no
tam In fact. iiiiiAs die perket time to discover the new "IC lls. We offer:
Continuous career development
A strong commitment to guest satisfaction
Competitive Salaries ( ireat benefits
A team -spirited environment

Supervisors

Meet us at the

OCR Career Job Fair

Managers-in-training

October 7, 1999

Minimum 1-3 years’ experience required.

Event Center
ontaet us: Recruiting manager, Pamela It. Compton, toys
Ik,
Resume Processing Center, Source Code 5.151’ I (1,StIN.. P.O. Box KM,
Iturlingtim. MA 01803, F -mail: tru a !pc v,ehlare.com (reference source
code S.IS1 I IOO9PC in subject lino;
1800) 405-8-172 (reference source
code S.151 I 00gPC on coser page) We are an equal opportanit empicis ii
dedicated to promoting a culturalh dis erse workforce.

10am-3pm

www.talus.net

yes...A4-1171)
j
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sikeitC, us
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Talus is an Equal Opportunity Employer
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A LOT OF HIGH-TECH COMPANIES PROMISE YOU THE WORLD

TOMORROW. AND THAT’S COOL. BUT THERE ARE SOME

REWARDS I WANT NOW. YOU KNOW,

BEFORE I’M 30 OR SOMETHING.
If you want to make the future happen now, hook up with Aspect. We’re out in frontproviding customer relationship
solutions that enable businesses to interact with their customers on a personal basis. And that’s the same relationship we’ll
ha. e with you. We invest in your long-term well-being by providing top benefits within a dynamic environment. One you’ll feel
proud to work in. Right from your very first day
Aspect is looking for enthusiastic individuals pursuing a B.S. or M.S. in computer science, computer engineering, or equiv., lent
for internships and full-time opportunities in the following areas

Software Development Engineering

Systems Integration Engineering

Sales Representatives (All Majors)
Aspect offers outstanding career opportunities and a highly competitive incentive compensation and benefits package. To
forward your resume, e-mail myfuture@aspect com, or mad Aspect Communications, Attn: University Relations Dept.,173o Fox
Drive, San Jose CA 95131-2312 Please be sure to mention code: %Wain. We are an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action employer

Visit us on campus at the Job Fair, Thursday, October 7th.

WWW.ASPECT.COM
0 eagq Apeil frier onemsee al Ions NM,’ It,. Aspect lop and the ph,ale -0A00,9 the t 0,104,0 ftpeoen[e- are
trade
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All other
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ASPECT
Defining the Customer Experience-

Join our team and get
into something HOT!
Analog Devices, Inc.,

Intense technology moving at extreme speeds that’s what you’ll be innovating and creating at
an undisputed powerhouse in the global IC industry. For over 30 years, we’ve been pioneering, producing and marketing
high-performance linear, mixed -signal and digital IC’s that tackle nearly every real -world signal processing challenge out
there. In short, we’re a well -established company traveling at breakneck speed. Fueled by the energy and spirit of an
entrepreneurial stort-up, this is a place where ideas move, ingenuity advances and careers scion-. If you have the talent and
desire to push technology to the absolute cutting edge, get moving with us.

PRODUCT LINE
OPPORTUNITIES

MANUFACTURING
OPPORTUNITIES

PRODUCT ENGINEER
PRODUCT MARKETING ENGINEER
CAD ENGINEER

RELIABILITY ENGINEER I
QUALITY ENGINEER I
DESKTOP SPECIALIST

TEST DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER
APPLICATIONS ENGINEER

EQUIPMENT ENGINEER
PROCESS ENGINEER

DESIGN ENGINEER
Headquartered in Nov-wood, MA, our multi -million -dollar company has major manufacturing facilities in Wilmington, MA,

Santa Clara, CA, and Limerick, Itek,nd. Our state-of-the-art products are integrated into an impressive array of equipment
and systems for use in communication, computer, industrial, instrumentation, military/aerospace, automotive and high-performance consumer electronics devices.

ANALOG
DEVICES

SabopktAtki

Your career can move fast at Analog Devices, Inc. We offer outstanding compensation, a bi-annual bonus and a competitive benefits package. Please send your
resume to:

Analog Devices, Inc., 1500 Space Park Drive, Santa Clara,
CA 95052 or FAX (408) 562-2792. Analog Devices is an equal opportu-

nity employer. No phone calls, please. Please check out our Web site for complete
job descriptions.

wwvir.analog.com

SOMEWHERE

MCNVHORTER’S
HOME

OFFICE

SCHOOL
If you’re not quite sure where, maybe you
should talk to State Farm With more than
71.000 employees and 66 million customers. there are plenty of opportunities to set
your sights on Not to mention the haring you’ll
need to get there

BEING A LEADER HAS ITS ADVANTAGES!
BECOME A PART OF THE MOST DYNAMIC RETAILING
oPERATION IN THE BAY AREA AND MAKE YOUR MARK.
WE ARE OFFERING EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR
CAREER -MINDED INDIVIDUALS IN THE
FOLLOWING AREAS:

41De

So what are you
waiting for?
Get going with State Farm Insurance.
Auto Claims Representative

STORE MANAGER
ASSISTANT STORE MANAGER
GIFT MERCHANDISE MANAGER
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE LEAD

You will investigate, document and evaluate the merit of first and third-party claims,
after you’ve received appropnate training You will also work with customers
claimants, employers agents fire and police officials and a vanely of other parties
from the beginning of an investigabon through final disposition of assigned claims
Requires MAIN to logically develop ana analyze data. provide written and verbal
reports, and apply sound judgement while exercising settlement authority Knowledge
of auto body work and automotive and anatomical terminology ffestlable Must also
be able In rise born PCs and terminals to submit data and create reports Positions at
aN levels of experience are available

CORPORATE AND STORE POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Fire & Casualty
Claims Representative

COMPETITIVE SALARIES AND BENEFITS FOR FULL-TIME.

After training, you will investigate document and evaluate the merit of clams, work
with customers claimants, employers agents. fire and poNce officials and a variety of
other parties from the beginning of an investigation through final chsposrbon of
assigned claims Knowledge of construction technology and building codes helpful
Requires ability to logically develop and analyze data provide written and verbal
reports, and apply sound lodgement while exercising settlement authority Must also
be able to use both PCs and terminals to submit data and create
reports Positions at all levels of evenence are available
rMTV VMIA
Go places with State Farm Insurance, and you’ll espy excellent
compensation and outstanding benefits Please send your resume
to Stale Fenn Insurance, Nieman Resources 2945 Hamilton
Ass, Sells ISO, San Jose, CA 95125
We’re proud to be an equal
INSIMANCL,
opportunity employer

IF YOU ARE CREATIVE, HIGH ENERGY, RESULTS -ORIENTED,
HAVE A HEART FOR RETAIL, AND A PASSION FOR PRODUCT, WE
MAY BE THE COMPANY FOR YOU!
COME SEE US AT THE OCR CAREER FAIR
OR FAX YOUR RESUME TO
HUMAN RESOURCES/SJSU
(408) 271-6524
START BUILDING YOUR CAREER TODAY WITH MCWHORTER’S!
-EOE-
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The
ULTIMATE

PLAYGROUND
. For
-Engineers
0

Put your education and imagination to work in an environment that
challenges your mind, stimulates your creativity, and rewards your
initiative. Symbol will be hiring electrical and software engineers.

ip

inNIML41111
issearliw

One Symbol Plozo, Holtsyille, NY 11742-1300
(516) 738-2400 Internet: www.symbol.com/coreers

Join a Winning Team!
Contra Costa County Sherrif’s Department
is accepting applications for:
ENTRY-LEVEL

DEPUTY SHERIFF
Assignments:
*Detention
*S.W.A.T.
*Marine Patrol
*Canine Patrol

SHERIFF’S DISPATCHER I
$3422 TO $3773 MONTHLY

Courts/Coroner
*County Patrol
Contract Cities
*Helicopter Patrol

*Investigation
Narcotics

Individuals hired will receive intensive training during the
initial 12 months probationary period and are expected to
qualify for advancement to the next higher class of
Sheriff’s Dispatcher II. No prior exp. required. Reqs valid
CDL, possession of HS diploma, GED equiv or HS proficiency certificate, ability to pass thorough background
investigation and accurately type 35 wpm.

Requirements:
At least 20 1/2 years of age
*High school graduate or GED
No felony convictions
Excellent verbal & written communication skills
Physically fit, with good vision & hearing
Good work record

This i s a non -sworn uniformed position for which a $650
yearly uniform allowance is provided. The facility operates
on a 7 -day, 24 -hour schedule and maintains three 8 -hour
shifts daily. Weekend, holiday and overtime work is
required.

Excellent benefits, promotional opportunities, variety of
assignments. 5-step pay range $4047 to $4920

Testing continuously
For application, call: 1 -877-4 -DEPUTY
E0E Women & Minorities are encouraged to apply
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Graniterock
Meet us at the Job Fair October 7,1999

Granite Rock is a leading construction material supplier and
heavy civil engineering construction contractor in the SF and
Monterey Bay areas. Our 99 year commitment to quality
excellence and customer satisfaction has earned us the nation’s
top businesss award, the Malcolm Baldnge National Quality Award
and the distinction of being listed as one of Fortune Magazine’s

re I

"100 Best Companies to Work For in America" in 1999

Ask us about these positions:
Automotive Engineer
Materials Testing Engineer
Project Engineer (Heavy Civil Engineering)

For more into. contact Barbara Kimball, Human resource Services,
(831) 768-2061 or by e-mail: bkimball@graniterock.com.
Visit our website: WWW.graniterock.com

t.

JOIN OUR TEAM
Welcome to the exciting world of Avis and the road to success!
Avis has the following positions available:
We offer:
Competitive Compensation
*Full Benefit Package
*Great Incentive Programs
*On the Job Training
*Excellent Advancement Opportunities
Tuition Reimbursement

Career Opportunities:
Management
*Customer Service
Clerical & Administrative
Service Agents & Mechanics
Bus Drivers
Drivers & Shuttlers

AVIS SAN JOSE
2103 North First Street
San Jose, CA 95131
Please apply in person at the nearest Avis location
(see back page for location schedule). You may also
access job postings via the Avis Galaxy Website
at www.avis.com.

All positions require the ability to work various shifts including
adatynt sntigahaptso, riweaenkdemndasjoarnmdehtroolpidoalytsa.nPloocsaittcoonnssare available
A valid driver’s license and good driving history* are necessary
for those positions that require driving.
EOE MIFIDIV
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AVIS

FIVE REASONS TO JOIN
MOHLER, NIXON & WILLIAMS

C4

:0 Standard Register

Set A Higher Standard

CLIENTS INCLI DE SOME OF THE MOST EXCITING COMPANIES
IN SILICON VALLEY
ONE OF TIW. FASTEST GROWING ACCOUNTING FIRMS IN THE BAY AREA
85 HIGHLY SKILLED PROFESSIONALS IN TWO SILICON VALLEY OFFICES
RANKED AS ONE OF THE "BEST OF TIIE BEST" BY RENOWNED
ACCOI’NT/NG’ REPORT
A WORKING ENVIRONMENT THAT ENCOURAGES A BALANCED
WORK AND PERSONAL LIFE

Standard Register. a Fortune 1000 company. is proud to be a
recognized leader in document management systems with a track
record of innovation for more than 85 years.
We are seeking dynamic individuals to join our sales teams! If you
have the motivation and drive to succeed, Standard Register will
give you the opportunity to build client contacts and gain the
experience you need to achieve your goals.
We Offer:
Unlimited Earning Potential
Salary plus Commission
Excellent Training Program
Management Career Path

Mohler. Nixon 8, Williams has positions available in all levels of
our audit and tax practice. Representatives from our lirm will be
interviewing on campus October 16, 1999. We will also be at the
OCR Career job Fair on October 7, 1999. Please drop by to learn
more about Opportunities at our firm.
If you are unable to attend the Job Fair, check out our website
at www.mohlernixon.com and e-mail your resume to

Positions are available in various locations including;
Santa Clara
Oakland
San Francisco
Sacramento
So. California Locations
Want to learn more about Standard Register? Stop by our
booth at the 1999 Career Fair on October 7th!

careersObmohlemixon.com.

Can’t make it? Please send a cover letter and resume to
Knstel Svansjo at ksvansjoastandardregister.com or fax them to
(925)974-1948. Include job code: SJSU

Mohler, Nixon

Ei Williams
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If "math InternaconnI

is to let your mind

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
CONTRIBUTING TO INTERNET HISTORY,
YOUR SEARCH IS OVER!
Alta Vista is the most powerful and useful guide to the internet
with the fastest search engine and the largest index of the web.

go where it will.

We are constantly improving our search technology and
expanding into a variety of useful tools for our customers.
Join our team and produce ground breaking search technology
on a deep and rich destination site.

We are hiring for the following positions:

I.

it you re an Elector al or Computer F nqineer ur a
biomass major looking for a Career that will push
your abilities to the outer NinitA we encourage
you to consider the high energy world of
National Semiconductor

If unable to attend this event, please email your
resume to yobsnu.com
WO to National Semiconductor
University Recruiting, 1020 Kilo, Road,
Mail Stop 14-145, Sunnyvale, CA 94086-3737
Fax: 1-408-732-4880 phone: 1-800-876-GRA0.

NATIONAL WANTS SJSU GRADS!
Please visit our booth at the
OCR Career Job Fair
Thursday, October 7th

11 ....kr, Mmes. fannencluei,
lr.e.
el
le rhea meiree

tikl National
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Dream it. Do It.
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Ceoprotron

Software engineers (C++, CGI, Pert on Unix Platform)
CGI Experts (UNIX/LINUX)
Quality Assurance & Testing Engineers
System Engineers (C on NT. CGI, HTTP, NSAPI/ISAPI)
Unix Administrators
Senior NT System Administrators
Oracle DBA
HTML Programmers
Producers
Editors
Senior Sales

We’re Looking At The Internet In A New Way...
YOU Can Help Us Shape MI

See us on campus on October 7th!

the largest independent disc drive and componems
As
pany in the world. Seagate knows what you w
want a company whet, you can affect change. A company
’
will inspire you to innovate, empower you to make decisions
and give you the freedom to posh beyond expected limits. And
you want to do it 01 on the world’s playing field.
Seagate wants the same thing.,
re
we provide a creatmosphere .a.iii5the
latest tools and
ologies, and go
nsure you’re inspired.

So forward youe
If you’re ready to go
resume to Seaga.,
ilitywhere and affect everyand go for what you
’ ":-!, thing check out Seagate.
want. Seagate offers a
comprehensive compensa5srsv.r there’s innovation,
tion and benefits package.
’tsre’s Seagate
Please submit your resume,
J’wtt, CO Minneapolis,
indicating Code SJSU to:
Seagate -College Recruiting,
jansa City, OK Silicon Valley’, CA
P.O. Box 92118, Los Angeles,
CA 90009-21
Wherever there’s opportunity,
there’s Seagate
Engineering Hardware, Software,
Manufacturing, R&D, Process,
Integalution Technology

Informal!

411.

want it

Do you have chamyagne wishes?

Okay, so were more kkely to build a broadband wireless subassembly than dress
up in face pant and do the wave. But with all the amazing things happening in
microwave engineenng, we hope you wonl hold it against us. Were Stellex Electronics,
an RF and Mircowave engineering hrrn working with lots of cool technologies. And
were looking for people who are as into signal-processing components, broadband
wireless microwave and mmeter-wave products and radar guidance subsystems as
we we. 11 this is you, we should talk Lets face it, working with the latest technologies
sure beats a career in tailgating.

Southern Wine & Spirits of’ Northern
California has an excellent opportunity to
join our team as a Chain Sales
Representative!

And here’s something else to get excited aboutStellex is coming to town. If you’re
an EE/ME/MIS student, stop by and let us show you sorne protects arid technologies
worth getting obsessed over.

VIS Of A

Carew Fair:
Thursday, October 7th
Event Center

C5

10 am. - 3 p.m

If made to attend, please send a resume to
Stele. electronics, Human Resources Department,
3333 HIllnew Avenue, Stanford Research Park,
Palo Alto, California 94304-1223, fax: (650) 813-2452.
E-inat careersestelleuns.com

St’

4\
This is an entry level sales position with a
dynamic, growing, and fun company!
We offer excellent sales training, wine and liqueur
education, benefits. and growth opportunities.

7110g bro
Lj

twooto
orpgr-vd

What sets us apart...
SWS is the nations largest wholesale distributor of wines and spirits,
celebrating 30 years of service. We have twice the nwenue of our closest
competitor.
Based in Miami, Florida, we have distributorships in Arizona,
California, Florida, Hawaii, Kentucky, Nevada, Pennsylvania, and
South Carolina, with nearly 4,500 employees nationwide. California is
the highest profit region for the company with approximately 2000 employec.
in the state.

an
wireless
does the same

Broadband

Privately owned, SWS was ranked 56th in Forbes "The 500 Top Private
Companies." Souther reported over two and a half billion dollars in revenue
for 1998.

for

SWS continues to experience tremendous growth, which means
tremendous employment opportunities. We offer excellent Training and
Development, competihve wages and benefits, and continuing education
possibilities.
"

lob Farr Metarviewas
TueSday, October 12th 9 a.m. - 445 per,
Career Center Building, Room 0.2

..

Within the Northern California division, numerous branches and out
side sales territories create opportunities over a broad geographic area.
We cover territory from the Oregon border to Bakersfield.

us.

Stan Electronics, Inc.
vyn.,,...st
Cool
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20th Century Ins, Co.

EDS (Electronic Data Systems)

MCI Worldcom, Inc.

Southwest Airlines Co.

Acuson Corp.

Embarcadero Technologies

McWhorter’s, Inc.

Space Systerns/Loral

Adobe Systems

Enterpnse Rent-A-Car
Leasing Co.

Mentor Graphics

Spectnan Corp.

MerrJr & Co.

Spent

Mervyn’s California

Standard Register

Metro Newspapers

Stanford Arboretum
Children’s Center

Advanced Micro Devices
Allstate Insurance Co.
Alta Vista Co.
Altera Corp.
Amdahl Corp.
American Express Fin. Adv.
Au ;el Corps
Analog Devices, Inc.
Anntsu Co.
Apple Computer, Inc
Applied Matenals, Inc.
Applied Signal Tech.
Aramark Uniform Sec., Inc.
Arthur Andersen LLP
Aspect Comm.
Avant, Corp.

.;

Avis Rent A Car System, Inc.
Basic Vegetable Products
BCL Computers
BOO Seidman, LLP
Benefit Consultants, Inc.
Berkeley Poke Dept.
Blockbuster Inc.
Brach, Neal, Daney & Spence LLP
Bright Horizons Family Solutions
Brooks, Stednitz & Rhodes
Cadence Design Systems
California Dept. of Health Ser,
Fin. Aucht

Equanus
Ernst & Young LLP
Etec Systems, Inc.

Microsoft Corp.

Exodus Communications
Famous Footwear

Finanoal
Mohler, Nixon & Williams

Farmers Insurance Group
Fastenal Co.
Federated Ins, Co.
Ferguson Enterprises, Inc.
Frank, Rimerman & Co. LLP
Genentech, Inc.
General Electric
Granite Rock Co.
Grant Thornton LLP
Guckenheimer Enterprises, Inc.
Haro, Levy & Weiland LLP
Healtheon Corp.
Hertz Corp.
Household Credit Sec., Inc.
IBM Corp.

Sun Microsystems, Inc.

Motorola, Inc.

Sunnse Telecom, Inc.

National Credit Union Adm.

Symbol Technologies, Inc.

National Semiconductor Corp.

Synopsys, Inc.

NEC Electronics Inc.

Talus Solutions, Inc.

Netrex Secure Solutions, Inc.

Target Stores

New United Motor Mfg., Inc.

tech Venture

New York Life Insurance Co.

The Clorox Co.

Nordstrom

The Home Depot

Norte/ Networks

The MONY Group

Northwestern Mutual Life

The Sherwin-Williams Co.

Novell, Inc.

The Tomngton Co.

Intuit, Inc.
Ireland San Fihppo, LLP
Japan Exchange & Teaching (JET)
Program
JCPenney Company

The Vantive Corp.

Office Depot

Toys R Us

OfficeMax, Inc.

TRW - Electromagnetic
System Div.

Olde Discount Corp.

Intel Corp.

Stellex Microwave
Systems, Inc.

Morgan Stanley Dean Witter

Novel/us Systems

Hewlett-Packard Co.

State Farm Insurance Co.

Paychex

TT7, Inc.

PE Biosystems

U.S. Air Force Of&ei

Perry-Smith & Co., LLP

Accessions

Petnnovich /’ugh & Co.

U.S. Customs Sec.

PncewaternouseCoopers LIP

U.S. Dept of Health
& Human Ser.

Qurcktum, A Cadence Co.

Underwriters Laboratones Inc

Johnson Controls Inc.
Interiors Div.

Rayther.ivi Systems Co.

Keyence Corp. of America

Rudolph & Sleben, Inc.

KLA-Tencor Corp.

Ruzzo, Scholl & Murphy

KPMG UP

Si. Galhna & Co., LIP

Lam Research Corp.

San Jose Police Dept.

Chipshot corn

Lautze & Lautze
Accountancy Corp.

San Jose State Univ.
Police Dept.

Ontas Corp.

Lawrence Berkeley National Lab.

SandCraft, Inc.

Lifescan, A Johnson &
Johnson Co.

Schlumberger Test &

Xihnx, Inc.

Coen Company, Inc.

Transactions

Zolog, Inc.

Compaq Computer Corp.

Lockheed Martin Corp.

SCO, Inc.

Contra Costa Co. Office of the Sheriff

Lockheed Martin Missiles & Space

Seagate Technology

LSI Logic Corp.

Seiler & Company, LLP

Cord’s Corp., A Johnson
& Johnson Co.

Lumen Intellectual Pt i.verty Seer.

SGI

Mary’s West

Sherwin-Williams Automotive

California Franchise Tax Board
California Highway Patrol
California State Auditor
California State Bd. of Equalization
Centigram Communications Corp.

Cisco Systems, Inc.

Corn Foundation
Crawford Rmentel & Co., Inc.
Cypress Semiconductor
Deloitte & Touche LLP
Digital Impact Inc.
Edify Corp.

Marketing Specialists

Sieber Systems, Inc

Martin Stavolone & Hughes

Siemens

Marvell Semiconductor. Inc.

Silicon Valley Bank

MassMutual, The Blue Chip Co.

Slakey Bruthers, Inc.

Maxim Integrated Products

Southern Wine & Spirits
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United McGill Corp.
USWeb/CKS
Viking Freight, Inc.
Walgreen Co.
Wal-Mart Logistics
Wells Fargo Bank
Western Digital

CAREER FAIRS

